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As the name implies, viscoelastic materials have pro­
perties of both a viscous fluid and an elastic solid. The 
recent large scale development and utilization of polymeric 
materials has attracted scientists to study the field of 
viscoelastic polymers more intensi ':ely. 
The theory of elasticity deals with materials which 
have the capacity to store mechanical energy with no dissi­
pation of energy. On the other hand, a Newtonian viscous 
liquid in a rionhydrostatic state has the capacity for dissi­
pating energy but not storing it. One class of materials 
which do not obey either of these theories are those which 
possess a capacity to both store and dissipate mechanical 
energy. These materials are known as viscoelastic mater­
ials. 
The response in an elastic material to a sudden applied 
load which is held constant thereafter, will be an instan­
taneous state of deformation which remains constant. ( A New­
tonian viscous fluid responds to a sudden applied state of 
uniform shear stress by a steady flow process. Materials 
for which a sudden applied and maintained state of uniform 
stress induces an instantaneous deformation followed by a 
flow process, which may or may not be limited in magnitude 
as time increases, are known as viscoelastic materials 
Though most of the developments in viscoelasticity 
are recent, the basic linear and isothermal field theory 
formulation was done in 1874 by Maxwell, Kelvin, Voight 
and Boltzmann. 
With the increasing use of plastics and new materials 
2 
in the construction of equipment and structures, the develop­
ment of application of viscoelasticity is needed to permit 
rational design. Viscoelasticity is concerned with mater­
ials whose response to stress exhibits rate effects which 
are associated with such phe��mena as creep under constant 
stress and relaxation of stress under constant strain. 
The primary objective of this research is to analyze 
the torsional vibrations of a composite bar, and the para­
meters associated with the vibrations. The ultimate goal in 
this study of vibrations is to determine their effect on the 
performance and safety of the system under consideration. 
The second chapter is devoted to discussions of 
mechanical models which have been used to compare stress­
strain-time relations of viscoelastic materials. In other 
words, the mechanical properties of linear viscoelastic 
materials may be duplicated by models consisting of some 
suitable combination of springs, which obey Hooke's law 
and viscous dashpots which obey Newton's law. 
The third chapter deals with the constitutive equations 
which are applied in analyzing viscoelastic properties of 
materials. The sum of strain outputs resulting from each com-
3 
ponent in terms of stress input is the same as the strain 
output resulting from the combined stress input. The me­
chanical properties of a viscoelastic material at any in­
stant depends upon its past stress history {l) . 
In chapter four, vibrations of a composite bar made of 
an elastic shell and a Maxwell core is considered when it 
is subjected to torsion. The detailed study of the para­
meters associated with torsion have been done in this 
chapter. The complex compliance for any arbitrary visco­
ela�tic material has been derived from the creep law. 
Chapter five is mostly concerned with energy dissipa­
tion. The relations between damping factor and frequency, 
and loss compliance and frequency have been derived. These 
are of interest because antivibration treatments of metals 
having low internal losses, by the application of coatings 
of damping materials called "deadners," has received a· great 
deal of attention in metal construction industries. These 
industries have also introduced the use of plastic materials 
which possess relatively high internal damping. The appli­
cations of these materials have increased the importance ·of 
internal damping measuring techniques. The internal damp­
ing factor is characterized by means of loss factor which 
is defined as the inverse of quality factor (G). The graph 
relating magnification factor to frequency is plotted. For 
a particular frequency at the resonance peak, 
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the ratio of resonance frequency to the half-power band can 
be· interpreted as quality factor(6). 
Finally, a numerical torsional problem is solved 
which illustrates the main points of the discussions, It 
is pointed out that the resonance amplitude of the torsion 
bar can be reduced by proper selection of material parameters. 
CHAPTER II 
VISCOELASTIC MODELS 
2. 1 Introduction 
Viscoelastic materials exhibit elastic action upon 
rapid loading,then a slow and continous increase of strain 
at a decreasing rate. When the stress is removed, initial 
elastic recovery is observed. Since time is a very impor­
tant factor in material behavior, they are also called time­
dependent materials. 
Most materials exhibit linear, or nearly linear,beha­
vior under small stress levels, while the same materials may 
exhibit non-linear behavior at high stress levels. The lin­
ear viscoelastic materials are described by linear relations 
among the stress, the strain,and their d�rivatives with 
respect to time. The most common phenomena which are ob­
served in viscoelastic materials are the following: 
1. Instantaneous elasticity, 
2. Creep under constant stress, 
3. · Stress relaxation under constant strain, 
4. Delayed recovery, 
5. Permanent set. 
With the combination of massless linear spring and 
viscous dashpot (mechanical models) , the characteristics of 
different linear viscoelastic materials are investigated. 
The most commonly employed viscoelastic models are: 
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a. Maxwell Model, 
b. Kelvin Model, 
c. Standard Linear Model. 
The Bu�gers,or four-element model is also frequently em­
ployed to determine material characteristics. Sometimes 
with different combinations of these models, more complex 
models are proposed which are very close to real material 
behavior. These models are subjected to the following stan­
dardized tests to study their characterstics. 
Creep: 
Creep is a slow continuous deformation of material under 
constant stress. It may be described in three different 
stages (2). 
a. First Stage:-Creep occurs at a decreasing rate--Primary. 
b. Second Stage:-Creep occurs at a nearly constant rate-­
Secondary. 
c. Third Stage:-Creep occurs at an increasing rate and final­
ly terminates into fracture--Tertiary. 
Total strain at any time t in a creep test of a linear 
material is equal to the sum of instantaneous elastic 
strain €.e and creep strain £\ 
(2 .1) 
. 
The strain rate s is found by differentiating (2. 1) 






A creep test consists of applying a force, and maintaining 
constant force on a previously unloaded model. Ext-
ension is measured as a function of time. 
Glassy and rubbery moduli are the two important 
moduli of elasticity. When the load is suddenly appliedtar 
elastic spring will extend instantaneously. The instanta-
neous elastic modulus relating stress to strain is 
called a glassy modulus. In a viscoelastic model ,the glassy 
modulus is the same as the elastic modulus for a very short 
time after the application of load and hence does not in­
clude dashpots. On the other hand, the rubbery modulus relates 
stress to strain during a long time period when·the dash-
pot is fully extended. 
Recovery: 
I f  the load is removed, a reverse elastic strain fol­
lowed by recovery of a portion of the creep strain will 
occur at a continuously decreasing ratf\z)•The amount of the 
time dependent recoverable strain during recovery is gener­
ally a very small pait of time dependent creep strain for 
metals, whereas plastic shows a larger recovery. This 
strain recovery is also called delayed elasticity (fig. · 1). 
Relaxation: 
Viscoelastic materials subjected to a constant strain 
(Note: For figures see appendix-C. ) 
will relax under constant strain so that stress gradually 
decreases with time. Relaxation moduli for a viscoelastic 
model can be found by dividing the stress by the repective 
strain. The relaxation time is the ratio of the viscosity 
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coefficent to modulus of elasticity. It is a measure of 
rate of a viscoelastic response to reach static equilibrium 
after an imposed stress or strain (fig. 2). 
2. 2 Maxwell-Model: 
The Maxwell model is a two element model consisting 
of a spring and a viscous dashpot connected in series as 
shown in figure 3 (a). 
The stress-strain relations of the spring and dashpot. 
respectively are 
( 2. 3} 
(2 . 4} 
The total strain in the model is the sum of the strains 
for the spring and dashpot; stress remaining the same: 
or 
E = Esp +Ea . . 
= Esp +Ed , 
(2.5), 
a- +r E = T. �. 
and 
er= <Tsp = � • 
(2. 6) 
Applying a constant stress O-=<fo at t=O,equation (2. 5) 
becomes a first order differential equation for E = E (t) • 
On integrating with the initial condition<r=(foat time t= 
t 0,the following strain-time or creep relation is obtained 
9 
� <ro Oct �c-t)= 7, +n . c2.1> I ( I 
If the stress is removed from the model at time t=t1, 
the elastic strain cro /E 1 returns to zero at the instant the 
stress is removed while (<fo/� 1 
)t1 represents a permanent 
strain which does not disappear. 
Under constant strain E0 at time t=-0 for which the 
initial value of stress is cro, the stress response can be 
found from equation (2. 5) 
or 
, dcr <r 
o = Ea. dt -t- 1f. 
Int�grating we get 
<r( -t) 
Substituting the initial conditions, c is _.�!found to be Go 
and hence 
(2 . 8) 
This is the relaxation equation for the Maxwell model. 
·2. J Kelvin Model: 
This model is a combination of a spring and a dashpot in 
parallel (fig. 3b). The spring and dashpot have the follow­
ing stress-strain relations 
<:r::Elf: 
and (2 . 9) 
10 
The sum of the stresses for spring and dashpot is the 




( 2 . 11) 
When we let.a-�� equation (2. 10) has the solution 
f=°t+C,i
li
/,z)tfor t�O (2.12) 
At t=O , o- jumps from o to <ro , gnd remains finite. Then 
(2.10) requires that Edoes t�e same. Since E cannot jump 
because the spring is blocked by the dashpot at t=o+ , we 
Oo obtain C1 = - -g and thus (2. 12) becomes .z 
E == � (' -i'WP-t ). (2. 13) 
As described by eq. (2. 13), the strain decreases at 
d · t d h th 1 CJo as time t a ecreas1.ng ra e an approac es e va ue � 
tends to infinity. 
The response of Kelvin model to a sudden applied stress 
is that the stress is at first carried entirely by the viscous 
element. Under the stress, the dashpot elongates and trans­
fers load to elastic element and finally the entire stress 
is carried by the elastic element. This behavior is called 
delayed elasticity. 
2.4 Standard Linear Model: 
This model is a combination of a spring and a Kelvin model 
connected in series (fig. 4a). The equation for the Kelvin 
11 
s-olid is (denoting the spring by 1 and Kelvin elements by 2) 
� -== Fe:> f,.i + �� f�. 




Substituting (2. 16) and (2. 17) in (2. 14) 





L - g:_, c-, - £, 
substituting it into equation (2.·18) yields 
a- - a-
er== E� c - GI Ta -r 7� €- ·- ?z. G't 





( 2 .18) 
(2 .18a) 
Hence the general equation for the gtandard linear 
solid is cr- + (/:1 +E.:i_) <r = (F,. E�) E- + f £,. ?:t . tz1. 
Creep in a Three Element Model: 
(2. 19) 
When a constant stress CJ= <r0 is applied at time t=O 
to this model and maintained constant, the strain E (t) will 
increase with time. To derive the creep equation we set 
a- = O (2.20) 
in ( 2 • 2 O) and ( 2 • 19) • · Then 
12 
(2.21) 
Let us first solve equation (2. 21) as a homogeneous 
equation 
( E,. £. ) f + ( E, Y/2 ) E = 0 
�+� �+� • 
On simplification 
E� f + "4 € := 0 
or 
Substituting 6 
4f = -( ;: )dt. 
(i; ) "' � J 
On integration 
, = --i dt. 
- t/7:.t €:::: Ce 
(2.22) 
{2.23) 
Let us seek a solution of the non-homogeneous equation 
in the form, 
A p�rticular solution of equation (2. 21) is obtained by 
substituting 
Thus we obtain 
or 
Integrating we obtain 
C =: (Jo� (2 ;:j jlY;i + A • 








The initial condition , for the model at t=O, is E- = 7f. , 
which gives the instantanteous response 
or 
� - er;; T ( E; + f� ) + A E, 0 "2- £, "l:i. - , 
Putting (2. 26) in (2. 25) yields 




W) = t[1 + t(1- ittr.,))], 
�(t) = Jl2[t +>-(I- tftn-.)) l 
E, 'J • 




( 2. 28) 
The creep compliance, i. e. strain per unit stress, is de-
rived then as follows 
JltJ = E-(t) =_!_[,+,A( I - e(trcz))] 
' <lo £, • 
At time t = 0 , Eo == Oo I !;i , 
and the compliance at t=O is: 
j(o) = ..J.... Ea 
(2. 29) 
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We can rewrite the equation (2. 29) 
or, in 
J( t) == J ( o )[1 + A ( I - itl?:2..))] 
non-dimensional form 
J ( t) 




·For· several values of the ratio of elastic moduli, 
�, creep curves are plotted for loading process (fig. 5) . 
For unloading of the model, we consider that loading stops 
and unloading begins at t=T. Thus at t=T, 
� = f,  a- = Oo and <i- = o • 
From 
or 
Solving the above differential equation we get 
,fl"': _ C -Ct/�2) � - e • 
(2. 31) 
(2. 32) 
Applying the condition E::: £, at t=T , we obtain the constant C 
ifr.l.. 
C = t1 e ( 2. 3 3) 
Combining this with (2. 32) we have the solution 
,,,_ _ '- T/TL �i/,0 c - 'i e e 
or (T-t)/,1.. 
� ;:: €, e • (2. 34) 
The loading and unloading creep curves are plotted from 
equation ( 2_. 28) and ( 2. 34) in figure 5. 
Relaxation Test: 
Viscoelastic materials subjected to a constant strain 
will relax so that the stress gradually decreases (2) . 
Since �{t) = constant,(=0. 
From equation (2. 19) we have then: 
,;. + f E, + E_, ) a- = f. E, E,. ) f= • 
7� \ 7:i 




A particular solution Of (2. 35) is ... tei �) -((E",+E.2)/'lz.)t . ((£, +e.i/YJz.) t-r:r =-C� e +ce 
'lL • 
Substituting these forms in (2. 35) yields 
C(E;tt:J.) -((E,tE,.)/�L)f • -((E,+Ei)/'IJt
+( 
'tr) -({E=, rE;)/7Jt. (' r] 
- e +Ce _c_, _a Ce __ c,_� f 
or 
'lz. 'l� - 7i . f E +r ) ((E, tF.:,)/1/z.]f c = , ci. E- e � . 
Solving for the constant leads to 
_ �, � (( E,+-E,,.)/'rlz)t c - Fa+ E-- • f e + R • c 2 • 31 > 
·Substituting the value �f C into (2.36) gives the sol-
ution 
or 
Initial condition at t=O is 
hence 
A -
crto) - � Then 
€1 -
�-
Substituting in (2.38) we have the final form of the 
(2 .38) 





Relaxation: At time t=c.oequation (2 .40) yields 
�(0o) 
£,E.:i f -
£, + E.:z 
while at t=O 
er (o) - t, E"!2 E (•+�). E,t-� 
The relaxation modulus can be defined as follows: 
or 
Hence 
a-(t) _ £ H·) €, t:i.. [ A -(0+1J/c:JtJ � - tel =- £, -I-E".2 i -+ e. _ 
<r(o) -:;;::f",e((o) =_£__[1+.A]• � I�� 
(2 .41) 
The graph showing the dependence of £,c/0 / £--re.lo) and the 
non-dimensional time tfT2.. is sho\'m in fig. 6 • It shows 
that the rate of change of Erel{t) /Ere1(0) decreases for 
a time and then remains constant. 
2.5 Four-Element Model (Burger's Model) : 
Burger's model is a combination ·of Maxwell's �nd Kelvin's 
models in series. The constitutive equation can be derived by con­
sidering the strain response under constant stress of both 
models coupled in series. {fig. 4b) • . 
Strain in Section I (Maxwell) : 
or 
' ,, €- = f-1 -+ E, 
E. � +2i-, , = Ei >-2, (2.42) 
and 
O"i .:: er, t, -+ a:.d I I • 
Strain in Section II (Kelvin) 
and 
or 






. E� -: E - €1 
E� : f - i::, 
er = er. = � . 
From equation (2. 43) 
� = E.1 � + �.1 � 
or a- -== (; Ci - i, ) + 'lz. C {- ?. ) • 




er;) n 4. ? ( <r. a-; _, er= � c - E:, Ei --r tz, -t- l-i f - 2.. E, � T,J 
- . £. • {;":,. . .. tJ,_ • .. Y/z. • q- = E:;. (: - E, er - T, a- -t- 7z.. E - -€, o- -'l, r:r. 
Simplifying we obtain 
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(2. 43) 
a- { ��) + er ( g� + �� + I ) + � ( ! ) :: £� € -t- '/1, € , ( 2.44) 
Creep in four-element Model: 
A constant stress�is applied at t�o 
Oo = con st. and d-=O , ;; :::0 
So for t=O, a--= 
18 
Substituting in (2. 44) 
Oo ( t ) -= {:.,_ f � '7z. t, 
or 
(2. 45) 
This differential equation can be solved by putting df�f= P 
and d"� / d t::i == � ,  
v:; ,; +?, P  = 11o .  (2. 46) 
Assuming � = A and 11, = B the above equation becomes 




A d P  dt Oo - 0P == ' 
integrating·, we arrive at : 
- -i b, ( a-o - 'S P )  -= i- + c. , 
-{l:BIR) 
'9 1'  � � - c, e , 
d c cr; c, -(&IRJt 
cH  -= e0 + 13 e • 
Applying the initial conditions at t= o 
£ - _Jj_ � 
{; - .,,, -t t/z. 
to equation (2. 47) we evaluate the constant c, � 
0-o + Oo - 0-9. _ C1 )7, � - 1, 
or 
Consider now 
"" cro \.. I ::::: - 7l- • 
the strain rate 
de Oo er, -(B/il)-t: di = T, -+ "7j; e • 
On integration 
E- = Oo t - Jl .  <1o -(BJA)t C 
tl, 0 'lz. e + :i...• 




= 0o[-' + -' ] E, E-:z • 
In this way we obtain the final form 
or 
L:. - _§_ l - J& -(€.i/'[z.)f + [_J__ -I- _I ] c: - n r;  E e  0-0 r E. ll 2 c:1 � 
� ::: '7c + 0o t+ .S. li _ e.(€1/?�)t
] 
-· 
E", ?, E� L .  • 
19 
( 2 . 49) 
( 2 .  5 0 )  
It is observed from the equation above that the creep 
behavior �f four element model can be represented by a sum 
of the creep behaviors of the _Maxwell and Kelvin models. The 
first two terms of equation (2. 50) represent the instan-
taneous elastic strain and the viscous flow, while the last 
term represents the delayed elasticity of the Kelvin model . 
Creep Compliance: 
JU) = flt ) O"o 
f I I ( --1:'l) - + - + - 1 - e 7, � £,_ • 
Compliance at t=o, is given by 





J"{t) by :f( o )  we obtain 
- I -+  £", + _§_ ( , - et� ) 'I, �1,. , 
( 2 .  51 ) 
(2 . 52)  
Here ").. denotes the ratio of the elastic moduli, }== t . 
If cr0 is removed at time t=t1, the recovery behavior can 
be given by {2. 50) and the superposition principle by con­
sidering that at t=t 1 a constant stress CJ =- ao is added. Acc-
ording to the superposition principle , the recovery strain 
20 
f (t) at t)t1 equals the sum of these two independent actions 
(fig. 9 )  • 
a;. ( -(fi/'ll) t) [ (J';, ( -lf£/ql)(l-t,j f ( t) ::: § -+ _£.. -t- + § , - e - � -+ _Q. ( f - t,) -t § 1 - e €1 'r/1 E� E1 >z1 c� I 
or 
( 2. 5 3) 
R ·ecovery consists of an instantaneous elastic re­
covery term followed by a creep recovery strain occurring 
at a decreasing rate. The second term decreases towards 
zero for large times while the first term represents a perma­
nen ·_ strain due to viscous flow 'f/, .· Thus the strain during 
the recovery process approaches f (00) = f," t1 asymptotically 
as t approaches infinity. 
Relaxation: 
Consider the constitutive equation of a four-parameter 
model ( 2 ) . 
o- +  M er + P.;z (/- ·= q ,  6o � (tJ -+ qJ, Eo �r:o , 
where p1 , Pi , q 1 and q� are material constan
ts. 
and 
j.-., - YJ, - 'f/, r;, t'I - , - -+ __:....  I=, F� l:'l- I 
Taking the Laplace transform of ( 2. 54) 
Solving for � , we obtain 
� Co ( q ,  + Cf 2 S) a- == • l + P, S --t P.:i. .S 2. 
( 2. 54) 
( 2. 55) 
Expanding ( 2. 55 ) into partial fractions and performing 
the inverse I.aplace transformation yields the stress relax-
■ 
2 1  
�tion formula 
( 2 . 5 6 )  
Here 
Y ,  t.>. -fl :z Pol. , 
y� 
�. � A  
..? Pz 
and 
The models discussed above cannot describe the behavior 
of many viscoelastic materials over a wide range of the var­
iables,especially for both large and small values of time. 
Also the constants of some materials such as concrete and 
some plastics may change with age due to significant changes 
in composition and/or structure in the course of a creep test_ 
To deal with such situations, several types. of complex models 
.with combinations 
elements are used. 
of Kelvin, Maxwell, · spring , and dashpot 
CHAPTER III  
LINEAR VISCOELASTIC CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 
3. 1 Boltzmann's Superposition Principle: 
All 1inear viscoelastic materials follow the rule of 
superposition. To find the strain produced by the common 
action of several loads, one needs to sum the responses of 
the model due to each of the load �istories applied sepa­
rately. The behavior of a viscoelastic material can be de­
scribed by an i ntegral operator representation. Any stress­
time curve may be approximated by the. sum of a series of step 
functions which correspond to a series of step-like incre­
ments in load. This is illustrated in figure 7b� l) • 
At t= o  a sudden stress ,cro ,  is applied which produces a 
strain 
€0 = <Jo T{t ) . 
{ 3. 1) 
If the stress a; is unchanged, this equation will de­
scribe strain for all values of time. But, if at t=t stress 
is again increased, then for t )-T, additional strain will be 
produced. This strain is proportional to no- and it depends 
on the creep compliance (fig. 7b) in the way indicated by 
equation (3. 1). 
The total strain for t ) 't  is therefore 
(3 . 2 )  
Denoting the increments by Llcr; , � � , - - - .a� ,the equation 
(3. 2) becomes 
or 
£( i-),, = L � "i) J Lt -?-;, ) -
c. � ,  
Changing over to the integral form, we have 
E(.i)  = f d cr('T) . J l t. - T) d T 
d T  
- o0  
This equation may also be written as 
t 
E U:) -= <ro J(t) -tf do-('2: ) .  I (I - TJ d7.. 
o• d"r 
The integral (3. 4) is called the _ hereditary 
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(3. 3) 
{ 3 .  4) 
_ integral. It shows how the strain at any given time de-
pends on past history. In elastic materials ,strain at any 
time depends completely on stress acting at that time. For 
sudden applied constant stress at time t=o, the equation 
reduces to 
E(t) :::: <To J(i ) - ( 3 . 5) 
The hereditary equation (3. 4) ,through integration by 
parts,may be written in another useful form. 
i I; ew : <lo J(t) +[J (Fr) o-('r)Jo -;,! cr('T) -a/_/t. - V  d?: 
Or , we may write ;i �<:::- <J = - �����j , and then 
substituting (3. 6) yields 
f_ t- d 1 ( t - 7J d � E(tJ = a-( i) J(o) + o-(7) d U- ?:) L .  0 
( 3 . 6 )  
(3 . 7)  
The equation (3. 4) separates the strains caused by the , 
initial load 0-0 and by later load increases. Equation . 
(3. 7) shows the strain that would occur if the total stress 
o- were applied at t, and ·the additional strain produced 
by the stress that has been applied earlier and has had 
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time to produce some creep. 
3. 2 Response under Constant Load ( Standard �inear Solid) : 
Under constant stress er= Oo, the creep compliance for the 
standard 1 in ear solid is found to be 
[ 
-(-4: l�:i) J J ( t) = J (O )  1 + > (1 e ) 1 
and normalized creep compliance is 
J ( t) 
J ( o ) 
Substituting the conditions t= o and t� oe>, we get 
J (0 )  = I E, 
J ( QO ) · = -' + -'- = _J__ .  '=• f::t E oa 
It is observed from the above equations that at t=O 
only spring 1 (fig. 4a) is effective and as t➔ aothe springs 
1 and 2 are both effective but the dashpot is not. The creep 
response of the model is shown in the gr�ph of normalized cre­
ep compliance and dimensiomless time t/t, , (fig. 5) . 
3. 3 Response to Sinusoidal Load (Standard Linear Solid) : 
Consider the sinusoidal load er- =  Ga. sin Cu t  applied to 
the standard linear solid. The governing equation, for stan-
dard linear solid , ( 2 . 19 )  is 
,.;- + (  E. + E.:i ) - (E, Ei. )  e + E £, "" 
t/2. 0- - T/1.-
• 
Substituting sinusoidal load in the above equation , and 
simplifying, yields 
€ + -'- € : (-1-) c.J Oct co�t -t- I F, + G� ) a;; sin wt 
TL £, r €1 � 'T2.- Cl • 
Solving the homogeneous part first we obtain 
( 3 . 8 )  
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( 3 .  9 )  
To find a particular solution, we assume that the constant 
C is a function of time, we get 
• t C --tJTz.. • - t/1:< 
E := 't'
.z 
e + c e 
This form substituted into equation (3. 8) , _ gives 
( 3 . 1 0 )  
- t/et/7+- C e  fli-..+ t ... e t/'l,_=U, ) wcra_cos wt -+- ( :·�t)aa sin wt ( 3 . 11) 
Thus 
C ::: 't�Oii �';(_!_ tJ{t cos wt-t w sinc.vfl + £, +E2)0a (sin wf- �cos4J1J\ 3 . 12 }  I +('4.)!L.) [Ea '(C-1- j ,E�Lz. :1 
Substitute now (3. 12)  into (3. 9) 
� 7'; .r . (f f ) ill -t/fz. fo) = 1 �..,�'L� (cos d +1o'Z;sin wt)+ t.';�{ (sin wf - ,,,z:icos w�t B�( 3 . l3) 
To find the value of the constant B, we substitute cr(t) = 
era sinwt and the initial conditions 
at t = O, a- C O) = O, 
also 
t: = 0-( 0 )  = 0 • ( 3 . 14 )  
El 
Substituting equation ( 3 . 1 4 )  in ( 3 . 13 )  and solving for B 
gives 
( 3 . 1 5 )  




€W = Oct [_B_ Tcos A e --t A sin g _ e0J + ..t..!_.!_ (cos Ae  -A sin A 0 -f)�l , £, ' + A 2. L I -f A 2. J J 
whe·re 
0 == + l "t:2- / A ::: w T� . . 
3. 4 Complex Modulus and Compl iance: 
An external oscillating force of constant amplitude Fo 
is applied to a member made of viscoelastic material. The 
force may be represented by 
F = Fo C O S w t  • . (3. 17) 
where w is the angular frequency . Upon application of 
such a force, transient vibrations are induced in the system . 
If the member has a single degree of freedom, the transient 
vibration will consist of a sinusoidal vibration at the 
natural frequency for that mode fn = h p�, where h is the cir­
cular frequency of natural vibration. Due to the presence of 
small damping, this transient vibration will die out with 
time , but the system will vibrate at the frequency GJ and 
will continue as lcng as the source persists. This steady 
state vibration will induce a variation in stress at a given 
point , 
er= � cos wt- • 
( 3 . 1 8 ) 
HeYe o-0 is the stress amplitude, and CJ is the frequency, of 
the forced vibration . 
Since 
eiwt = cos cv t+ i sin c0 t ,  ( 3 . 1 9 )  
it follows that ( 3 . 1 8 )  can be expressed as a complex exponen­
tial to solve for f if the real part of the solution is used 
2 7  
,�-t er == Oo e ( 3.20) 
Because of the linearity of viscoelastic materials, the 
iwt strain response due to oscillatory stress, cr; e , will be 
an oscillation at the same frequency as the stress but lag­
ging behind by a phase angle o1-. (fig. 8 ) . The strains are 
e = eo cos ( wi - o()  
and 
(3.21) 
Here E0 is the strain amplitude. 
The tangent of the phas � angle � is called the loss 
factor, and it is a function of internal friction in the 
material. To find a relation between strain and the loss 
factor we can write strain as 
- io<. iw+ -:( iw t E· = (€0 e ) e  = �  e .  
Where &� is complex strain amplitude: 
( 3 . 2 2 )  
, - �  ( 3 . 23 ) c = £0 e -= Eo ( cos -c - i sin o(_ ) 
Substituting (3. _18) and (3. 23) in the following equation of 
€
.:It. 
= G (w) -= Pe.+O �> n +- • - - - . -+ liw)
....,
Pn,, 
C1o q o -t\! '-'>)'i, -+ - - - +- (jw/' q t\ 
I (3. 25) 
Here G (w) is the complex compliance . pk, qk are material constants. 
Similarly, if we consider the input as an oscillatory strain 
iwt 
£ (t) = Eo e • (3.26) 
Then the stress response will lead the strain ·by a phase 
angle ol,  
0- ( t) 
<:r ( t) 
= croe 
i (  wt+ol) 
-lit iwt 
= <T e  , 
2 8  
( 3 . 27) 
cuhere � is the complex stress amplitude. 
� (ol 
) er = Oo e = 0o ( coscl +sin ol , ( 3. 2 8) 
Substitiuting (3. 26) and (3. 28) in (3 . 24)  yields 
er� 
( 
<lt.i t i� q, •'iw/ai. + - - ·  Ji, w 1..,,.a,, 
To = E w) ==- 1'\!. 7. � '/ l, - P� -t (w 'P, -+ (J · �Y P� -+ - - -(i w}Pn 
Here E (w) is called the cc-mplex modulus. 
E (w·) = <to lol CJ?, ( ) Eo e = Eo cos-<+ sin«-, iol : E, + , F., = / €' J e , 
The first tenn (E1) is in phase with the strain 
( 3 . 29 )  
( 3 . 30) 
and. it is the real part of the complex modulus, sometimes 
called the storage modulus 
Ei = ( � )cos o( .  
The second term (E2) denotes the imaginary part of the 
complex modulus, also called the loss modulus 
and 
E.:i = (i) sinol 
The relation between stress and strain takes the form j 
c::r ::.  ( ei + i  l::i) E  1 
tan « -== i,-l . (3 . 31 
Tano(. (fig. 8 )  is called the mechanical loss. The 
magnitude of the complex modulus is 
I E l = (E�- + E � ) '/� I � • 
Similarly, the complex compliance G (w) can be expressed 
� 
G (wJ  = _§_ = _§_ C coso<' -sin cc' ) , or 0-o c1o 
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( 3. 32) 
�here Gi (w) is called the storage compliance and G2 (w) is 
the loss compliance. The magnitude of the complex compli­
ance is given by 
JG (<c1) l = (G� ( Lu) + G; (w) ) \/;t, 
Gi{tu) 
�, (tu) 
From (3. 31) and (3. 33) we have 
tan E.:1 Ga.(W) 
o( = 7;- == G, ltv) 
(3. 33) 
Assuming the general case in which both stress a.:J.d strain 
are complex, equation (3. 25) yields 
( €, + £ €,;1 ) � ( G1 (w) + i G.1 (wJ) (a. + i a:;z ) . 
Separating the corresponding real and imaginary parts 
and 
E a  = G , ('-4>) O. - <i2 lw) � 
€-ti -:::. G.1 (�) <:r, + G1 (w) � • 
Solving for � and � ,  yields 
[ G/1-Cw) + G� (w) ] er, = 61 (<.o) Ee � G� (U-l) E:z , 




If ·we consider only the real parts of stress and strain, 
we conclude that a unit oscillatory stress � =  cos � produces 
the strain 
The imaginary part er- =  sinwt produces 





4 . 1 Free Vibrations: 
Consider a torsion bar consisting of a viscoelastic 
core and an elastic outer shell. The upper end is fixed , 
while the lower end is attached to a solid circular disk. 
(figure 9 ) . 
Let the length of the shaft be ' L 1 · and the radius of · 
disk be ' R ' . The disk is rotated through a small angle • �• 
about the axis of shaft and then released. Then , if 'J '  
denotes . the mass moment of inertia of the disk about the . � 
axis of shaft , cp its angular acceleration, and G (w )  its 
complex compliance , the equation of motion for free tor-
sional vibrations for the system may be written as follows( G) ' 
J ¢  = - L t(w/ { 4. l) 
The angle of twist is an unknown function of time � =  
j (t) , which has to satisfy the differential equation 
. - ¢ cp + TL G(wJ = o .  < 4 - 2 )  
Introducing the notation , ( see appendix A. 2 ) , 
TL 6 (W) • -
We may_ write equation (4. 2 ) as 
�- + Cu2c:p :: O 
Tpe general solution of (4. 3) is 
q:, = <p0 S i n  wt + .1!J  Cos wt . 
Where � and ¢0 are the angular displacement and 
( 4 . 3 )  
( 4 .  4) 
angular velocity of the disk at the initial 
time t = 0 • 
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� is the natural circular frequency of the torsion bar , 
which results as a root of the equation 
w - J __,_t _ J" L G(w) 
The period of rotational vibration is 
(4. 5)  
( 4 . 6 ) 
To obtain the exact value of natural frequency we 
solve the equation (4. 5) 
c...i1 G (W) - .L - J' L ( 4 . 8 ) 
G (t..:>) is a function of l.J as shown later in (4. 4 3) • 
Rearranging the terms of (4. 8) , we get a cubic equation in 
( i� )  as shown in (6. 2) . On solving by Cardon's method 
(Appendix A) we get one real and two complex root s , . say 
{ - o( ( l w )  == - fJ + i o - fJ  - i, )' ( 4 .  9 ) 
Note that the imaginary part of (lw ) plays the role of 
the natural frequency for the composite bar: thus W
tt-= o .  
Therefore , the general form of the solution of the equation 
of free torsional vibrations of the cylindrical shaft is 
-c,(f -p,t 9 (f) = A e  + e (c, s ii nn- -t C� Cos rt ). (4. 1 0) 
The constants A ,  c1 , and c2 - should be now determined 
by initial conditions. Let the initial angle of twist , ini­
tial angular velocity and initial angular acceleration at 
t = O be given by fJ0 , 00 and O� . ( .4 .  l Oa l  
3 2  
We could have , as initial conditions , any 00 , any {}0 , 
any Go or any combination. Let us consider the possible 
limiting cases in which two of the initial conditions above 
are identically zero while the third is not � 
The reason for choosing three initial conditions can be 
explained by the fact that the oscillation in a Maxwell  bar 
can be initiated in di£ferent ways. Assume that the Max­
well bar is replaced by its model. First position the system 
so it is undisturbed as shown in figure 10a. The state of 
figure 1 0b can be obtained by pulling the mass very sudden­
ly. Then the dashpot wi ll have no time to deform and the sp­
ring wil l stretch. When the mass is held j ust long enough to 
make sure that its velocity u=O , and then released , a  vibra­
tion wi ll  ensue whi ch begins like an elastic vibration. As 
time advances , the deformation in the dashpot starts and 
gradually dr_ains energy from the system. 
The state of figure 1 0c can be realized by pulling the 
mass down very slowly. Due to the slow application of load , the 
spring does not stretch , and the entire deformation comes from 
the dashpot. If we again make sure that u� o , and then release 
the mass , nothing will  happen. The oscillator wil l  be in 
a state of equi librium . . 
The initial conditions for both figures 10a and 10c are 
U = \Jo and u. = 0 • The difference lies in the position of the 
internal j oint between spring and dashpot. In an actual visco­
elastic material there is no spring or dashpot so a statement , 
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about the internal joint is not available. We must then formu­
late the difference between the two initial states in terms of 
the acceleration ii. Figure 1 0b illustrates that sudden · 
strain fo = Uo/1 leads to stress Go = £0 t0 and hence to acceleration 
u=EvAE0 /M , since A�=Mu . Here E is the elastic modulus , 
A is the area of cross-section of the bar, M is the mass 
connected to the bar , 1 is the length of the bar , and u is 
the displacement. 
In figure 10c there is no force at all and hence u = O. 
Whi · ·h of the two conditions applies depends on what has been 
done to the system before the vibration starts. 
Taking the first and second derivatives of equation 
( 4. 10 )  yields 
· --a -�tr:c c · c · 9 = -o< A e + e L' , _ rcos lft� p sin rt> - ;2 ( �cos ot+ (sindt) , 
e· :: ol"-A;:;<><+ + ,/LC. ( /sin }t-Jp cos ft - /sin ft:} +<; < lcos ,it 
+2p o sin Jt- -i1cos !t)J 
. . . 
( 4. 11) 
( 4. l2 )  
Substituting the values of 9 , �  and 9 in equation ( 4. 1 0) , 
( 4 . 1 1) , and (4. 12), we obtain 
• 
eo = - o( A- +  0 C, - � Ci_ I .. 
�0 _ o1.
'l. p, -:J f r  c. + ( �'l- �J ca< 
Solving above three equations , yields 
( 4 . 1 3 )  
. 
e: -+ ,g � �c + (f,� rl.) Be 
� - /3)�+ 02. 






) + o<ec ( �
1.
-+- o( �  -/3
2
) 
'tf [l o< - f>)�-t- 01-] 
-_ eo -.;, � �o + ( d,.1-- �a( /3 )  0o 
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( 4 . 14) 
( 4. 1 5) 
(4. 16) 
4. 2  Forced Vibrations (Torsion Bar) : 
Consider the torsion bar (figure 9 )  having a natural 
frequency defined by equation ( 4. 9) . Suppose now a torque 
M = M0 �"i
t is applied. The equation of motion is then mod­
ified as follows 
• •  i�t 
J <t>  --t L :Cwf) 
== Mo e . (4. 17) 
Considering a harmonic excita.tion of amplitude M o and 
frequency 4,we anticipate the steady-state solution <1)55= ci'sJt) 
in this form : 
The second derivative of �ss with respect to time will be 
C • .  � i «lft 
at 
c:p�5 = - <4 <Po e • ( 4 • 1 8  ) 
Substituting the value s cf:, and ;p in ( 4. 17) we arrive 
., ·w t _;,., iwA i c.u'ft 
(.J
-. T A- ' r '-1-6 e 
7 
- Mo e • - f 't"'o e + 
L �Cut) ( 4.1 9) 
. On simplification , the fonnula for the amplitude of the 
steady-state response is ; 
'f'o = Mo 9 (Wf ) /  J = cf,011. + i </>or . -
Q J "J"L) - G, (Wf) �t ( 4 . 2 0 )  
Here �
0 and <p:01 are the real and. imaginary parts of �0
, Hence h l � t . 
<Pc 
Mo G. ( �f ) e 
/ cp · 4-> J ss == :r [ ( , / n) - � c w1 J lv/J -=- \.: 1?. + 1 J s-s • ( 4 • 21) 
-
cp;s is the real part of the angle of twist and represents 
the response of the torsion bar due to the real part of the 
torque M 0 cos wt, and 4>t is the imaginary part of <Pss and it 
corresponds to the imaginary part of torque, M0 sin w t. 
The complete solution for the angle of twist for 
forced vibrations is the sum of the solutions of the homo­
geneous equation (4. 10) and the particular solution (4. 2 1) 
describing the steady-state motion. 
Thus , the dynamic angle of twist for the composite 
tor� ion bar subj ected to the harmonic . excitation M=M0?os· t 
is given as follows 
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( 4 . 2 2 )  
• 4. 3  Complex Compliance of a Torsion Bar: 
Consider the torsion bar consisting of a linear visco­
elastic core and an elastic outer shell (figure 9) .  The 
stres�-strain law for the shell is(l) • 
( 4 .  2 3) 
and the creep law for the viscoelastic core is 
( 4 . 2 4 )  
Here ' T '  and ' r ' are the shear stress and the shear 
strain respectively. J (t) is the creep compliance of the 
viscoelastic core and 1"0 is the constant stress applied to 
the torsion bar , - �G '  is the shear modulus of the shell. 
Considering the variable stress, the creep law may be written 
as . I 
r t  .d1 l f) ·d e  Yt t )  :- T(t - f) � · > -
Differentiating with respect to time , yields 
� (  + )  =
0
_ fa r�-1/'J i I f) d f --1" I{Wi: 
Substituting L (t -j )  for a 1 e t - f) /o t  
. f t  a (  i )  :::_ L ( t - f) ril f) df -t- J(o) t . 
Integrating (4. 26) from O to a ,  we obtain 
a. f a q 
� Tl__ f i" Jt'clx = .1.� f L ( t- f) / i If) d UldJ< nn j;z'dJr. J(o) i I 1) . 
0 o I) O 
(4. 2 5) 
(4. 26) 
( 4. 27)  
Assume T1 is the part of the torque carried by the 
core, and I1 denotes the polar moment of inertia of the 
cort::. We know that - a. 
2 1\  f 7:.Y'. (YdY) = T, 
0 Q 
:l1t f Y 3dr = I, • 
0 
The strain varies linearly 
� = G Y-
· and 
( 4. 2 8) 
with radius 
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Here g is the angle of twist per unit length.D ifferentia-
ting with respect to time t ,  we obtain 
(4. 2 8a) 
Substituting (4. 2 8 ) and (4. 2 8a) in (4. 27)  yields 
8 1, = _j  i ( t - f) i; U) d 3 --t- m) T, . ( 4 . 2 9) 
For the outer elastic shell stress-strain relation is 
( 4 . 3 0) 
� Multiplying the equation above by 2 A i dr and integrating 
both sides of the resulting equation between the limits a 
and b yields b 
J
b 
� T\  f 7 r1dr == :l n  G e- r \fr . 
0 (l 
( 4 .  3 1 )  
If T2 is the part of torque carried by shell and r 2 denotes 
the polar moment of inertia , we have 
b 
Jn  f7 ._,,dr  ::: ,� a I 
l b 3 a :  Y d-r = 1� . 
Substituting (4. 3 2) and (4. 3 3) in (4. 31) we get, 
T2 = G 0I2 • 
It may also be written as . . 
J(o) T2 = J(O) G8I2 . 
Equation (4. 3 4) may also be written as 
t 
ft 
. f L ( -I: - .! ) T:i = � I., L (t - 5 J e ( 1) d _5 .. 
0 0 
Add ing (4. 2 9) , (4. 3 4a) and (4. 3 4b) yields 
l f (t - S) --f($) dt -t J(o) -f =- 9[r(o) G l:i +1 1} + G�11 U -J)iJWdJ 
6 Since o . 
1' = f1 + 1'2 • 
3 7 
(4. 3 2) 
( 4.3 3 )  
(4. 3 4) 
( 4 . 3 4 a ) 
( 4 . 3 4 b) 
( 4. 3 5) 
E quation {4. 3 5) is valid for any linear viscoelastic core. 
· Consider the harmonic excitation 
T = T ei"'t 0 I 
which induces the harmonic response ✓ 
i�t 0 = G(w) To e ,, 
Hence 
( 4.3 6a ) 
( 4. 3 6b )  
(4  . 36c) 
( 4. 3 6d ) 
( 4.3 7 ) 
Solving for G (w) , complex compliance, we get 
_f.tL (  ! -$) e i w (t -j'J c/ � -t J(o \  
G<�) = o > 'J • ( J Lo) GI� + r, ) + GI
;- J 
t L (t -f) eiw(t -1) dS 
To simplify this form , we substitute 
0
_f \ ( t - f) eiwO - tJ dg = M ,  . 
J(oJ Gr 1� + r ,  = rz, 
and 
G I,- = f3 
The equation (4. 38) yields 
M + 7r{o) ---�:___- · 




4. 4 Complex Compliance of Torsion Bar Having a Maxwell Linear 
Viscoelastic Core: 
Creep compliance of a Maxwell solid is described by 
· or 
or 
J ( t)  = _b + l.. q ,  'l, 
J ( t) = A +  Bt , 
J { t-j ) = A +  B (t-J) .  ( 4 . 4 0 )  
. Mere A and B describe the viscoelastic response o f  the core , 
A = l'. /CZ 1  and B = 1 /'l,1 • 
Differentiating equation (4. 40) with respect to t we have 
Also 
J ( O )  = A 
From equation (4. 39) 
M - f \ U - s) e iw ( t- -f) d.3. 
o -
( 4. 41) 
(4. 42) 
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Since all loads are applied at t= 0, there is no contri­
bution to the integral shown above at its lower limit f = O-. 
Upon transformation of variables 
f - j ::::. 2 , 
- d_J = dz .  
As 3 --.- t ,  2 -- o and as 3-- o 1 z ---t 
Integral ( 4 . 4 2 )  assumes the form 
[-t 
- ' c.,p-
M -=  - B e  d e  
- [  Se;�� J t 
- L W  • 
0-
Substituting the lower limit only (this corresponds to f =t) 
we obtain 
�ubstituting the value of M, � and B in (4. 39) , yields 
G (<.v) = ( B / iw)  -t J(O) ( J(e) G. I.:z + I.) ➔ G I� • 
On simplification we get 
' + i P. iJ 
( 4.  4 3) G I.;i. -t i w (P. G:(i + I, q,) 
E quation (4. 4 3) has a real and imaginary part which can 
be written as 
Here G1 (w) is the storage compliance and is related to 
energy storage and release during periodic deformation. 
G2 {w) is the loss modulus and is associated with the dis­
sipation of energy. 
To separate the real and l.Illaginary parts in equation 
40 
( 4.43 ) , multiply the numerator and denominator by the conj u­
gate of the denominator to get 
G (w) = (1 -t- i P, i-0) [4 I.2 - l tu ( P, � I_i + J , q_, )] ::: G . (w) -t i G� (w) . 
(� I.:tl + w 2. ( ci , 1 , + P, G 1.i)�  
Solving for G1 and G2 we obtain 
� r.:z + r, lu°2 ( q_ , r, + P,� r� ) G1 (w )  = 
(" :r1-):i + w tz, r1 + P. Gi .I�) � ' ( 4.44) 
G� (w ) . = _ ___ c..u_.r--, __ q.;.._, ____ _ 
(G I.1)2 + w 2. (q ,  r, + P1 GI,c,2)� • 
( 4.45 )  
4.5 Complex Compliance Of a Torsion Bar Having a Kelvin Linear 
Viscoelastic Core: 
The creep compliance for the Kelvin solid characterized 
by the mate:rial constant ( (£
0
/L ) is a known function of time (l ) , 
or 
or 
I ( -H) J ( t ) = - I - e 
'Lo I 
J ( t)  = C - C e�: 
-Mi - $) 
J ( t-J) = C - C e  
where /I =  �c /q , and C = I f  C/. 0 • · 
Differentiating with respect to time , we have 
or 
( -�(i - 1)
) - - C - >.  e , 
->.(1 - 1) - c J,- e  • 
From ( 4 . 3 9 )  
Now let 
and 
I t -)\lt-S) - iw(i - J') d 
M - C }. e . e  ,,S 
o-
( t- f) = � 
- d _f -= d =c- . 
Note the change of limits: as 5'-+ t /r➔ O . 
( 4.46 ) 
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Hence 
Integrating and substituting the lower limit only yields 
c �  
l'1 = - >-. + iw • 
Substituting this value of M and J(O) in ( 4 . 3 9 )  , yields 
G (W) = }.( >J - f> C )  + i w  rz (4. 47) 
G (W ) = G1 (w) + t G 2 (w) • 
Multiply equation ( 4 . 4 7 )  by the conj ugate of· the denominator 
to separate the real and imaginary parts 
we get 
and 
G < w > = _ _ c_.;>,._[--;;;-(-:->._1_-_>-_�-:-c_)_-_i_c_1i_lu_? _ , 
J/( tz -/3C):;_ -t( Cu f/);J.. 
C t( YL- f3 c ) , 
ON simplification 
and 
( 4 . 4 8 )  
( 4 . 4 9 )  
4 . 6  Complex Compliance of · a Torsion Bar Having a Three P ara ­
meter Viscoelastic Core . 
The creep compliance of a standard linear viscoelastic 
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solid characterized by ( P, , q_0 ,C/. 1 ) , the material constants, 




J c t> = t>, e). t + -' ( , - e>-+) 4, qo , 
J ( t-J) 
-) (i - $) = D e 
J ( o )  = D • 
Substitute 
so ( 4 . 5 0 ) becomes 
-)..1: -J.1: J (� ) = D e + C ( I - e ) . 
oifferentiating with respect to t 
or 
d J( 2 ,  -Ar -xr �---'-J =- - J) A e + C ). e d t  
L ("i ) = A (C- J> )e>-; 
From equation ( 4. 3 9 ) 
f -t - i<o"l M =  L (r ) e d e-or o- t -X? - ilO  2 
= / � (C - D ) e . e d � . 
Integrating and substituting the lower limit only 
>. ( C. - D) 
M - - )\ + • u:> 
( 4 . 5 0 )  
( 4 .  51) 
( 4 . 5 2 )  
yields 
( 4. 53) 
Substituting this value of M and J { O )  in { 4. 3 9 ) we obtain 
- (). ( C - 0) / ( )\ -+  i U • .\)) --t J ( O) 
G (w) = rz- (;.. (c- 0)/ ( >. t i w)) � 
G (CJ) = T(o) (� + i w) - }\ (C - D) 1 ( >- + iw) - # ( c - DJr 
on simplification 
G (w) = 
Writing 
G (�)  = G1 (�) + iG2 {w) . 
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Multiply (4 . 5 4 )  by the conj ugate of the denominator to 
separate the real and imaginary parts, 
( 4 . 5 4 )  
�1.(:1 D 7l  - Y/  c-:i]) fo e  +pc
2. +:J � Jl-pvc.) + Y? UJ) -t- i {w I> 1l) -
Hence 
G (t..1 ) = Cv DI>  C). + <-,.;;JlP,>. -c:l JJ 'J-, YJ W  -+- >7w ,-\ c.) 
( Yj i, - �c >- + {J  J);. ) 1· +  ( Y/w)2 
Substituting the values of � ,  D, B and C and simplifyi ng 
yields 
and 
G1 (c.., ) = �P,�o - f,) {�1o P,6I.2 -t- q , �, 1, -Gii.t[ , )-t  ( P,Gli. r<t,
1,) h 1,��2. 
( c:l f.<i.0 G I_i -f 'to l, 1, -61;. '/Ji+ 7,; ( co f, � .1;z.. f J, 1,, 4J f< 
ev ;\ c c - 1>J crz - f3DJ 
)\l( 7,-f,C + f d)  ):i. + (J 4J ).:l 
( 4 .  5 5 )  
Substituting the values of '),. ,  C, D, and B and simpli fying 
yields 
Cu ( 'l, - P,  'le) I, 'l, • 
G ( <u) - -----------------:-�. ( 4 • 5 6 ) 2 - t[d P, 'l0 G .I� -t t, i, J, - �r.1 'lJ 2-+ 2, [ G:i P, G T:z + CJ., I, w]� 
4. 7 Derivation of Complex Compliance from S tress-Strain Law . 
The complex compliance can also be determined by the 
stress-strain law . To illustrate this point we shall con­
sider a composite torsional bar whose core is filled with 
a Maxwell fluid , while its shell is elastic . The stress-
strain laws for the core and outer shell are as fol lows. 
For the core 
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( 4. 5 7) 
and the shell  
( 4 .  5 8 )  
iw t 
An oscillating torque T = To e is then applied to the 
torsion bar which induces the harmonic response 
9 = G (W) TO e
iw � ( 4 . 5 9 )  
Here 0 is the angle of twist of the bar per unit length , 
e:i4 The shear strain varies linearly with radius 
t == er- .. 
Differentiating we obtain . .. o -=  e r. ( 4 . 6 0 )  
Substituting the above relation in equation ( 4. 5 7 )  yields 
� + P,7  = q, e r  
Multiplying the above equation by � 11  ld-r and integrating 
between the l imits O and a ,  we obtain 
q a n :mf T r2d Y -t- f. .211 f 'T r 2d Y  == q , :i.7\ f G r"dr . ( 4 . 61 )  
0 O O 
If T1 denotes the part of the torque carried by core and T2 
denotes the polar moment of inertia of the core , then 
�nf 'T t1d r == T1 , 
Or o Q. ·.:1 "  f 'T r Z-d r = T. 
and O ll :/7\j r 3 d r  ===- I ,  • 
Substituting the above equations in ( 4. 61) we obtain 
,; + P, i ·= q . (i I, , 
( 4. 6 2) '  
( 4 .  6 3 ) 
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For the shell 
Multiplying the above equation by 2 � ridY and integrating 
the resulting equation between a and b ,  we obtain 
b b 
�n J ry r1.d r = .52 7\  G ef 1\:i r • 
0. 0 




2 11' --r r c.i-r = T� ,  
a b 
:2 TT J Y 3d r == 1� . 
0 
Substituting in equation (4 . 64) we obtain 
( 4 .  6 4 ) 
( 4 . 6 6 )  
Adding equations (4 . 6 3) , ( 4 . 6 5) and (4 . 66) , we obtain 
T 1 + T 2 + ( 1' 1 + 1' 2) = Ge I 2 + S ( q ,  I 1 + P, 6 r� ) , ( 4 . 6 7 ) 
Since 
and 
Differentiating the applied harmonic excitation and induced 
harmonic response (4 . 5 9) yields 
• . \u,t 
-. = lo ( t u.:,) e  ' 
- ) i�t 
0 ::. 0o G (tu) ( i w e , 
Substituting the values of T ,  T and � in equation (4 . 6 7)  
yields 
which can be solved for _the complex compliance as 
G (w) = C ( 4 .  6 8 )  
-
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4 . 8  Loss Compliance of a Torsion Bar Made.. Entirely of a Max-
well Solid: 
To make a comparative study, we assume that the torsion 
bar is made entirely of a Maxwell solid so that the stress-
strain relation is 
Multiplying the above equation by .2 7\  Y1.d..,. and integrating 
the resulting equation between the limits O and b yields 
Where 
and 
b b b 
:J 1l  [ 1' r"dr -r .l 7\  /'. ft r'dr ==- 'l., 0 dirt f r 3d (  . ( 4 • 69 ) 
0 0 · O 
,, 2 
M = :J./\ f 1: r  clr· , 
o h 
M = J n f i r1-d r , 
0 
I = :J !f y
3 cir • 
Substituting the quantities shown above in the equation 
(4. 69 )  we . get 
M + P. M == 'L S I .  ( 4 . 7 0 )  
i w t-. 
Assume now that a harmonic excitation M=Mo e 1.s acting on the 
Maxwell bar and the corresponding angle of twist is 9 (t )  
which is given by 
or 
i wt 
9 (t )  = M o  G (w) e 
Q ( t) . . 
Replacing M, M and S in equation (4. 7 0 )  by harmonic excita-
tion (M and M) and response (8 ) we obtain 
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or 
The above equation can be solved for the complex compliance 
as follows 
G (w) = 
1 + c P, w -----· 
( i t.u) 4.1 I 
Separating the real and imaginary- parts we get 
P, G1 (w) = -
and 
q, r 
G2 (w) = - - • ci, r <.,,,) 
In non-dimensional form 
Where 
and 
( 4 . 7 1 )  
(4. 7 2) 
( 4 . 7 3 )  
( 4 . 7 4 )  
A graph of G2 (Q) versus X is drawn in figure 11. It is obser-
ved that at X=O , the loss compliance is infinite , and it decreases 
with increasing frequency. The composite bar has zero loss 
compliance at X= O and then it increases with increasing fre-
. quency. After attaining the maximum , it decreases to zero as 
( 
shown in figure lla. 
. . 
The graph of the angle of twist versus time are 
plotted by choosing the following forced frequencies (figure 
17  to 21) 
4 8  
(a} w = 500 Which is far lower than the natural frequency 
of the system . 
(b) � = 5 2 5  Which is lower than the natural frequency but 
very close to natural frequency. 
{c ) W = 530 Which is the natural frequency of the system. 
(d) w = 535 Which is little higher than natural frequency 
and 
(e)  W = 700 Which is much higher than the natural frequen�y. 
It is observed that there is always some finite ampli­
tude of steady state response. Even at resonance, due to the 
presence of viscous core , the system has a finite amplitude. 
CHAPTER V 
DISSIPATION OF ENERGY 
5. 1 Dissipation: 
As discussed earlier, . the storage modulus is associated 
with energy storage and release under periodic deformation, 
while the loss modulus is associated with dissipation of 
energy , mostly in the form of heat. The ratio G2 (c...)) /G1 (w ) 
= E, = tan o(. is used as a measure of the damping capacity of 
viscoelastic materials. 
In vibration analysis , the loss of energy from the osc-
illatory system results in the decay in amplitude of the free 
vibration . In steady state forced vibration , the loss of 
energy is balanced by the ene�gy which is supplied by the 
excitation agent. The larger the loss of energy the greater 
will  be the rate of decay of free oscillation. To measure 
such energy loss� a quantity called 'logarithmic decrement', ( S )' 
is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of any two sue-
cessive amplitudes , i . e. 
s = en �  .. 
)(.t (5. 1) 
Where S =  the logarithmic decrement and x1and x2 are amplitudes 
of successive cycles. 
Consider the ratio hW/w , where t:,w is the energy loss per 
cycle of vibration of a given amplitude, and W is the max i­
mum energy which the system can store for a given amplitude. 
As a limiting case , there will be no energy if the stress and 
strain are in phase and the loss factor is tan � = O. The 
amount of energy loss in one unit volume during one com­
plete cycle can be calculated by integrating the incre-
ment of work done �d f over a complete cycle of period T. 
1 i 
d w  = f d w ' = Ju. d f  dt .  
0 o dt 
The work integral contains the product of force ( torque) 
and displacement (angle of twist) hence 
so  
J w  � / M ct>dt . . ( 5. 2)  
Only the real parts of M and � are taken in the 
integral above. If the imaginary torque working on an im­
aginary angle of twist would be considered , then a negative 
but real work would be done , and thus dw  would become an 
unidentifiable mixture of work done by both oscillations 
while the imaginary part would be absolutely meaningless 
Therefore , we shall choose the real parts· of torque and 
angle of twist. 
Since 
Also 
M = M O  CO SCiJ t 
9 = M
0
[ G1 (u.> ) coswt - G2 ( w) sin wt]. 
q> = 9 L ,  so replacing () by <P we get 
= M
0
L [  Gl (w) coswt - G2 (W) sin�tJ . 
i 
dW = -M�wLjcoswt (G1 (w) sinwt + G2 (w) coswt) dt , 
0 
which can be written as 
( 5. 3) 
( 5 .  4 )  
( 5 .  5 )  
T T 
dW = -M�wLG1 (w )Jcosr.,t sinl.lt . dt - M� LG 2 («:.> ) (cos
21,1t  dt. ( 5. 6 ) 
0 O J  
The first of the two integrals in equation ( 5. 6) is zero 
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which represents the work done by the torque M on a deforma­
tion which is in phase with the torque. This is the case of 
elastic material. In viscoelastic material , the second part 
is of great importance. It is the amount of work done in 
every - period of oscillation and corresponds to the energy 
dissipated . 
From equation ( 5. 6) we obtain 




d w  = - M! w G,. (c.u) L .  :IL , w 
d w -== - " M; �alw)L • 
The energy dissipated in a unit of _ time may found by 
dividing d w  by T = EJ- .  We call this dissipation D ,  so 
( 5 .  7) 
( 5 .  8)  
We have already disc� 3sed i n  previous chapters that the 
complex cornpliance is 
C o<.  
G (w) = €0 e , 
CJo 
where £0 and (Jo are the amplitudes of strain and stress , 
respectively,and o<. denotes the phase angle. 
G ( GJ) = Gl ( <-J) + iG2 (w)  = 9 l C O S ot. +i sin� ) Go 
Separating the real and imaginary parts , we get 
G2 (c.u) = . Fe sin c:( • 
,,I,. 
- I 
For the torsion pendulum , (replace £0 by't6/L andi by Mo) : 
( 5 .  9 ) 
G2 (w)  = 
cf>o .s in o( • ( 5 . 10) 
Mo L 
Substituting the quantity G2 (�) in equation ( 5 . 7) yields 
5 2  
d w :::: - Ti M0 cp0 sinol.. • (5 . 11 )  
The maximum energy , W ,  that -the material can store in 
one cycle may be computed by integrating the increment of 
work M d ct> from zero to a maximum torque which is a ttain.ed at 
1/ 4 of the per ;iod T • �ence 
T/4 
'w =J /'1 .  �<ft dt , 
or , � ¼ 
W = - M: W L  G, (l.u) f co s wt. s irn .. t- I'!: W L C.,(w) J co$ wt . 
0 0 
(5 . 1 2 )  
On siml if ication , { 5 . 1 2 )  yi�lds 
W := - : t-10� G,i ( (0 )  L + :} M; G 1 ( Cuj L , (5 . 1 3 )  
Since,for maximum ene�gy, the phase angle is zero, the first 
term in this expression vanishes and then G2 o(s inc{ = O . Sub­
stituting G1(W ) =(,f10 /M0 L )  C os e{ in (5. 13 )  yields 
{5 . 1 4 )  
The damping energy of a viscoelastic material may be descr ib­
ed as 
� = � ?i sin o< 
w { 5 . 1 5 )  
_ It may be mentioned that , in the above calculat ions , tor­
que and angle of twist are considered to be in phase at the 
instant when the maximum energy is attained . It is apparent 
from equation (5 . 1 5 )  that the damping ability of a l inearly 
viscoelastic material is dependent only on the phase ang le , 
which in turn is a function of frequency (being a �easure 
of physical property of material ) ,but is independent of the 
amplitude of torque or angle of twist. For a small ang le 
the equation above may be written as 
� =- :J. n tan o<. • w 
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( 5 . 1 6 )  
If x ,  and x� are two consecutive amplitudes ( fig .  
1 2 ) , the logarithmic decrement is given by 
S ==  b, �,L • 
.2 
Writing the ratio of amplitude in exponential form 
-s  1. 3 
X.,:., - e -= l - 6 + §_ - � + · - ·  · Xi - � !  3 !  • ( 5 . 1 7 )  
The vibrational energy of the system is that stored at max-
imu.m displacement , or at 
W, = .-l  k -�/ 
.:l J ( 5 . 1 8 )  
where K is -a constant depending upon material. Hence 
los s of energy divided by the total energy is 
S ince 
-,:10 
1 - e 
for small o< , 
� � � 5 . 
V.J 
Substituting in equation ( 5 . 1 6 )  
or 
( 5 . 1 9 )  
( 5 . 2 0 ) 
Some materials , when subj ected to cyclic s tres s , dis sipate 
energy internally within the material itself. Experiments / c ) I � �  • 
indicate that for most  structural metal s ,  such as  steel or 
aluminium , the energy dis sipated per cycle is independent of 
the frequency over a wide frequency range , and is proportiona l 
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to the square of the amplitude of vibration . Internal damp­
ing of this classification of materials is called structural 
damping (S) . Energy dissipated by structural damping is given by 
2 W d = CXA J 
w here C is a constant and XA is the amplitude of resonance. 
5.2 Loss Factor: 
As stated earlier the loss factor ,tan � , is the measure 
of damping in viscoelastic material. The relationship be-
tween the loss factor and the material characterstics is giv­
en by 
tan e< 
w 1,q_, - ____ __,:_ ______ _ G:I-l + P, w2 (ci.. r. + t>, c;, r-< )  
- 'l,J, -P, W 
- � ql'; ' + (!>, w J 2.( I + q, I, I P, G. I�) • 
Substituting X for P, w  and 3 for C/., I, f  P, �I� { which 
material characterstic) , we get 
tan ol. = 3 X 
I � X:2 ( I + .3 )  
• 
is the 
( 5. 20a} 
The graph, tan o( against X ( the non-dimensional frequency J 
is drawn with different values of 3 to show the variation of 
the loss factor with frequency ( figure 13 ). I t  is seen from 
the graph that the value of the loss factor increases at low 
• frequency and attains a maximum at a certain characteristic 
frequency Xmax. = Pi max ·. Also it is observed that the higher 
the value of 3 the greater the loss factor. The constant j 
is the ratio of core stiffness to shell stiffness. Since the­
frequency is proportional to the inverse of the period T , the graph 
-
shown indicates that ioitially,for v.» o (i. e. when the load­
ing rate is very low), the loss factor increases due to the 
presence of the dashpot. The loss factor is greatest at 
5 5  
frequencies on the order of W , after which it decreases . max . 
To obtain the maximum value of tan o<._ , we first equate the 
derivative of (5,2 0a) to zero: 
Hence 
d ( t an�) 
d x  
== 
"l-- l. 2. f ( 1 - x - x .f) = D 
;:; 0 
-=========-- • 
[ i + f  (5. 2 0b) 
· Equation (5 . 2 0b) gives the maximum value of X for which we 
have the condition that tan� is maximum . .  Thus 





(S  .. 2 0c) 
From equation (5 . 8) ,  the dissipated energy in unit time is 
]) .::: - .1- M
2. 
CJ L 6 ( w) ,;i O � • 
Substituting the value obtained for G2(w) for a torsional 
composite bar in the equation above, and using the non-




D = · 5 M; CJ L  W Cf. , I, 
(f> I.2/ + w:l.. ( 'l, I, + P, G �f-
1) 
� 
- . s r1; L . _  , _ • __ s_<_x_�-:---:=-----'l, J , 1 .... C ,  + SJ� x� ' 
� x;i_ 
, + c , -.  3/'x� · 
D* 
. 5 M;L ' 
'l, li 
-3 'L I, P, G, 1� I 
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(5. 21) 
The equation (5. 2 1) shows tl:e relation between energy dissi-
pation and frequency. A graph illustrating the depen-
dence of D/D* on X is plotted in figure i 4. 
For a solid bar made entirely of the Maxwell fluid the 
energy dissipation is given as . (l) . 
D = - �  r--,; w t  �.a. Cw) . 
Where G2 (w) is defined by the equation (4. 7 3 } . Thus we have 
or 
Where 
. :z D = - .l. Mo � L .  __!,_ ,  :l q,1 c..J 
D* 
:: - J_ ,.,; L . _, - I j 'l, 1 
1 , - · c s. 2 2 >  
From the equation above it is observed that energy dissi­
pation per unit time for a cylinderical bar made of Maxwell 
solid is independent of frequency. The graph is plotted in 
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figure 1 4. 
· 5. 3 Magnification Factor: 
The magnification factor of a torsion bar is given by 
the ratio of the amplitude of the angle of twist in the dy­
namic steady state solution and to the static angle of twist . 
The magnification factor, R , is 
R = 
dynamic 
static • (5. 23) 
� static is found by taking the limit of equation (4. 20) 
as �he frequency approaches zero 
A\ L � 'r'stahc. == ,.,,, o 
4)f - O  
Rewriting equations 
( 5 . 24 )  
(5. 8)  and (5. 9) b y  replacing 1/JL 
for c<o we get 
�D R 
and 
::/ � ., 
-= Ho �£ G1,(�r) �:,.(W1) + <:;., (wt) ( o< - 4G, (iAJf)./ 
S (o<0 - c..:,/ G1 ( c.Lt))
,.2 + GJ; �;{wf) • 





Before proceeding further, we rewrite the real and 
imaginary part of complex compliance above by introducing 
the non-dimensional variables J' , X and A !  
J =- 'L I, I P1 G 1-<  
and 
A = , (5. 26) 
and 
X = G.) P, • 
From equation (4. 44} we obtain 
G I · = _t . • + x�((q, J , f  P, ,r�) + t2 G i-1 • + x\ ( �. 1, I P, ca�J-t '):i or 
G I = Gt (o) . 1 -+ ( i +  S )  X
;i 
I +  ( I +  J) �X�  
or 
5 8  
(5. 2 7) 
At GJ = 0 , the imaginary part of complex compliance is 
G, (o) = _J_ 
G I� 
In order to simplify the notatio?lr we have replaced G1 ( wf) by 
G1 and G2 (�f) by G2. 
Similarly, from equation (4 .. 45 ) we obtain 
<i.2 = c.z., r, 
P,4 Ia ' + ( ' + Sf -x;i 
or 
4� = G I  (o) .  _f x 
' -+ C , + $ )  :2 x� 
or 
(;;z - c; ,  ( o) .J8 ()( )  = G l (o) .J:i ,, (5. 2 8) 
Here 
(5. 2 8a) 
• and 
Recalling equation 
( 5 . 2 9 ) 
( 5 . 2 5 ) and substituting the new parameters 
g i [(GI;1 /-SL/- (X/P,/ft 1J - (X/t'I)); 
({ GI:l/J"L) - (X/P,);J, ] �  + (x/P, )4 Jf 
5 9  
or 
{5. 30) 





((G.l�/rL) - (XIP.YfJ,Y-t- � J  J>J'rg} 
2. (G I:d// n)J� _ No . p1 --�-------.---J [ (G.Il t>,1/ 1L) - x�.J� x4;Jt 
A '"9� 
(5. 31) 
( 5 . 3 2) 




'R' = c . ( A"tr,2 -r ( A s , - x:z<J;'-- x.�;f ) I/� 
(A - x.,l8, J� -t- x,1-3;- (5. 33) 
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Where 
C = ,,,� 
J' L 6 1 (0) 
Since 
A = P, � 1.:l 'J" l  or q, P, T, A = 
� J L 
This group of constants can be replaced by another independ-
ent constant Ao , and the constant 3 already used, namely 
A =  Ao T 
Thus equation (6. 3 3 )  becomes 
r :i � /. � � .:l .;i �1 'I� 
R = C i ( Ao/J) 3:i -t { ( Ao / i)f;J 1 - XJ, - X'8-1) , 
((  Ao ( J') - x�s� + x�J} • (5. 34) 
The above equation shows the relation between magnifi­
cation factor and non-dimensional frequency X .  By fixing 
A o  the graph between R and X is plotted in figure 15 for 
different values of 3 . S imilarly by fixing S and varying 
A,c,, a graph relating R to x is obtained as shown in figure 16 .  
These curves are used to find the loss factor which de-
pends on the structual parameters J and A 0 , and the frequency 
of the forcing torque. We shall study in detail the graphs 
shown in figs. 15 and 16. 
The loss factor (damping factor) d is the reciprocal o'f 
the quality factor Q. and is determined by 
where 
d = � ) 
Xmax . 
�X  is the bandwidth at · 7 07fmax t . This bandwidth is 3] 
also called half-power band� and 
6 1  
Xroax = the resonance frequency of the mode . 
We shall consider figure 1 5  fir s t ,  i . e .  the graph 
between R and X with A o  constant and 3 = - 2 ,  - 6  and 1 re spec ­
tively .  
( a) When J = .. 2 we f ind from t-he graph 
so 
and x0 = 5 .  5 , 
d = ·1 6  = . 0 2 9 , 
r.s 
Thus the quality factor Q = d
l = 1 =3 4 . 4 8 2  . 
• 0 2 9  
and,- the logarithmic decrement 6 = 7\d = • 0 91 1  4 
( b) When 3 = .  6 ,we get from the graph 
$0 
and . 
'1'X = , 4  a:nd )( 0 = 3 . b • 
.
4 d = . 3_6 = . 111  ' Q. = 7tia = 2 .  8 6 7  
S = 7t-t. lll  = . 3 4 8 7 . 
(c) When 3 =l . 0 ,  we f ind from the graph 
£l X = • 5 and XO = 3 • 0 7 5 , 
Hence 
· 5'  
d = 3.o?s- = . 1 61  , 
= 1 . 9 7 6  I 
S = n * . 1 6 1  = . s o 6 . 
S imilarly from f igure 1 6  we get the following resul ts . 
In this case 3 = . 2 (constant) . 
(a) · At A0=2 we get from the graph 
6 X  = . 166  and X g = 3 . 4 � 
Hence, 
d = � = • 0 7 0 6  I 3.4 
Q I 14 . 1 6 6 , = = - 07 0 6  
6 = TI * .  0 7  0 6 = • 2 2 1 7  -
(b) At A0=6 we get from the graph 
il x = • 16 and x0 = 6 , 
So 
• I 6 d = 6 = . 02 6 6 , 
Q = -�J,6 = 3 7 .  5 
6 = n * .  0 2 6 6  = • 0 8 37 � 
(c) At A0= 1 0  we get from the graph 
A x  = • 1 5  and XO = 7 • 5 • 
Hence , 
d 
· 1 5' = . 0 2 = 7$ I 
Q. ' 5 0  = = ·o� 
6 = 11 * . 0 2 = . 0 6 2 8 .  
6 2  
It is observed , from the values calculated above , that var­
iation of Ao at constant S does not have appreciable effect 
on the band-width . However , with the increase of frequency 
the magnification factor tends to zero regardless of the amount 
of damping . This means that the disturbing force at high 
frequency theoretically produces no appreciable vibration in 
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the system. On the other hand, the resonance frequency shifts 
to a higher frequency with an increase in A 0. 
When f is varied while Ao is held constant , we observe 
that the magnification factor tends to zero with increasing f 
The band-width , which is a measure of the loss factor , increases 
with f and this produces a flater resonance-frequency curve . 
Also the resonance frequency shifts lower with increasing f 
Since the logarithmic decrement increases with / , the amount 
of damping also increases withf . A more elaborate discus­
sio1: of this will be given in the next chapter. 
For small damping , the maximum magnification factor oc­
curs very near to resonance. The maximum level of R can be 
found by differentiating equation (5. 34) with respect 
to X and equating the derivative to zero. 
Where 
and 
Rewriting equation (5. 34 ) as 
( a(_ 9, - x� C at- 3: ) -t <='-'J.5; ( �/C ) 2 -




:z.. :2. 'l. ,2. :z_ ( o< � ,  - )( C 8, - �2. ) -t o< J :z. 
,._ .1. 4 :J. 
(ot' - )I. �J -t ): (j:i 
g½ = dg2/dX . 
= N i42 
We can re-write equation ( 5. 3 5) as follows. 
( R/C) 2 = N/M2 
( 5. 35) 
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Taking partial derivative with respect to X and equating 
it to zero yields 
so, 
d (R/C) 2 -= (dN/dX) M2 - 2M ( dM/dX)  N 
dX M4 




( 5 . 3 6 )  
Substituting the value of M and N we get 
d ( R/C ) 2 
dX 
or 
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No attempt was made to solve this equation. However , a 
study of several computer print-outs revealed that the root 
of the equation above exists ,and it is distinctly affected 
by the structural parameters � and A 0 • The physical meaning 
of the root of the equation above is that it is the character­
istic frequency at which the torsional composite bar consid­
ered here undergoes a resonance. Some of the implications 
obtained from this numerical study are discussed in the 
final section of this thesis (see "Conclusions" ) . 
CHAPTER VI 
Numerical Analy sis of a Tor sion Problem 
To show the effect of the viscoelastic core in a compo­
site tor sion bar , we consider a numerical exampl e.Consider 
a flywheel of mass 1 0 0 0  pounds and radius 4 inches attached to 
one end of a composite shaft of length 2 4  inches  (fig . 9 ) . 
The radi� s of the outer �hell ' b �  is 2. 2 inche s and the radius 
of the core ' a ' is 2 inches . . The properties of material s  
are as follows 
The other 
pl = 1 0
2 S ec. 
Sec . } ql = 1 0
4 (psi) 
G = 1 07 p. s. i. , shell 
parameters are calculated 
1\" 0.
4 4 
I1 = � = 2 5.13  in , 
I 2 = 1 (b
4 - a 4 ) = 1 1. 66  
J = MR
2 = (1 0 0 0 ) (4 )
2 -
2 ( 3 2. 2 )  ( 1 2 )  ( 2 ) 
core  
as  shown 
in4 ' 
= 2 0. 7 lb S ec2 in . 
The complex natural frequency of the tor sion bar is defined 
by the equation 
Cc.) 
) ½  (6. 1 ) ( JLG (c..> ) 
At h;igh frequency the imaginary part of  G ( CJ ) in equa-
tion ( 4. 4 3 ) approache s zero 1 so at high frequency we have 
P 1. 
Lim G ( Cu ) = Gl ( c...> ) = 
L.:) -- o 
------- · 
( 6. l a )  
· The natural frequency of the tor sion bar can b e  e stimated by 





fuf * i cl  * 1 1. 66 + 
= L  
1 02 * 2 0 . 1  
= 534. 1 2 Sec-1 • 
The number of cycles per minute is 
n = .in * 6 0  
= 5 3 4 . 1 2 * 6 0  
2 
= 51 0 0  r . p . m .  
1 04 * 2 5 . 1 3 ] * 2 4  
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To find the exact nature of the natural frequency charac­
teristics 0f the vibrating system we solve equation ( 4. 5) 
W� G (Q }  = ]L 
Substituting the value of G (�) from equation ( 4 . 4 3) in the 
equation above we get an equation for the complex frequency 
or 
w�( I + l P, w )  = j 
Gt Ia -+ i w ( P, G J ,l + i, r, ) J L , 




f.>, -+- �a - �� [ t>1 G I� + C/, ,  T,J - iL. G I:1 = 0 � 
Rearranging 
o J,, w l  
the terms of equation ( 6 . 2) yields 
+ ( P, ev )
-1 
- i c.v P, ( P, G IJ -+ f /,) - G. I.:; = 0 • P. �  JL P, J"'L ·.:, � �  l 'i 
Multiplying equation ( 6. 2a) by i2p� , we get 
(i />, w/ + (L P, wf + (i <.>P, )( ��I.,1_ + ,,, 'l, 1 ,) + G�.::_'1
'1 -= 0 • 
( 6. 2) 
( 6. 2a) 
( 6 . 3) 
This is a cubic equation for complex frequency ( iP,�) and is 
of the form (See Appendix A) : 
ay3 + by2 + cy + d = O .  ( 6. 3a) 
Here 
a = 1 , 
b = 1 ,  
c = ·i GI.z +1?1 q, I, 
JL 
d = ·GI-1 !:>� 
JL � 
y = i� CJ 
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Equation (6. 3a) has three roots : one real and two imaginary . 
The numerio:il values of the constants are 
a = 1 ,  
and 
b = 1 ,  
11  • 6 6 * 1 o3 + 2 5 • 1 3  * 1 0� -c = ------------- 2 8 . 5 
24 * 2 0. 7  
d = 11 . 6 6  * 1 0
3 
= 
24 * 2 0. 7  
2 3 . 5 • 
substituting these values in equation (6. 3a) yields 
y3 + y2 + 2 8 .  Sy + 2 3 . 5 = 0 • ( 6 . 4 ) 




z 3 + 3pz + 2q = 0 
Jb = 3ac-b = 3 * 2 8 . 5-1 
a2 3 
b = 9 .  3 9  • 









= 13 • 94 I 
q = 6. 9 7 . 
Now using the notation of the Appendix A we have 
and 
o½ = (p3+q2) � = [< 9. 3 9) 3 + ( 6. 9 7) 2J ½  = 2 9. 61 , 
u = c -q+ n½ f3 = 2 • 8 3 , 
v = (-q-o½ l.3 = -3. 32 , 
zl = U+V = 2. 8 3 - 3. 32 = -. 4 9 I 
Z 2 = ( -½+ iJ 3/�) * 2 • 8 3 - 3. 3 2 * (-½- i� ) 
= . 2 4 5  + 5. 32i , 
_ z 3 = (-½-i� ) * 2. 8 3 - 3. 32 * (-½+ if% ) 
= . 2 45 - s .  3 2 i • 
The three roots (i. e. the complex frequencies of the 
vibrating system) are 
Y1 = Zi-1/3 = (-. 4 9-1/3) = -. 8 2 6� 
Y2 = z 2-l/3 = (. 2 45-l/3) +5. 32 i = .- • 0 868+5. 3 2i, 
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Y3 == _ z3-l/3 
= (. 2 45-1/3) - 5. 3 2i = -. 0868-5. 32i -
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Dividing by p1 , we get the three roots 
[
-8 2. 6 (a) 
L W  = -8. 6 8  + 530i (b) 
-8. 6 8  - 530 i (c) 
where {....) in sec. -1 
The solution of this free vibration problem is obtained by 
the method of superposition 
� (t) = MaG C�)ei�t 
= M
O
G (�) �e-82 - 6t+e-8. 6 8t (Bei5 30t+ce-5 3ot). 
This equation can also be written as 
/G ( , ' . G ( ))( -'82.(t- - a�t . \\ 0(t)  = MO\ '  l<l.1
+ L � w'J � e + e (c. s1.n S3ci -+ c� COS §3ot); 
The numerical values of constants A ,  c1 and c2 are 
found by substituting the following initial conditions 
(chosen arbitrarily) into equations (4. 10a). 
So = (3)10-4 rad. , 
= 0 rad/Sec. , . . 2 go = 0 rad/Sec. . 
Substituting in equation (4. 13a) and simplifying , we get 
A = ( .  2 94 ) 10-3 
Cl 
= (. 046) 10-3 , 
C2  = (. 0 56) 10
-3 
Hence the solution of the free vibration problem is 
( - 8:,.(t - 9,l;C I ' -3 G (-t) = - �'14 e + e · ( .o5 6 cos ; 3 ot + . o4 6  sin E"3ot); 10 . . . . 
(6. 5) 
If Q0 = X radians and e0 = 80 = 0 ,  then the constants A ,  c 1 
and c2 for the new initial conditions can be evaluated as 
Ax 
clx 
= (294 *l o
-3) 
. 3* .1 0-4 
= 
( . 046*10-3) 
3* 1 0-4 
. (
-
0 5 6 * 10-3
) C2x = 3*1 0-4 
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5 6) X 
The angle of twist , e (t) , can be expressed in terms of initial 
angle of twist � eox ,as follows 
r, -1:1. , -t  -3, , t (  
)] 
X Sox = r'• q 4  e + e . 0�6cOS 53ot +.46sin 5" 3ot "3 J ( 6 .  6 )  
assuming iJo and � are zero . The angle of twist e (t) is plot­
ted against time in f igure 1 2 . 
Assume a forcing torque of frequency CJf= 5 0 0  Sec�
1 is 
acting on the torsion bar . To f ind . . the steady state 
response of the composite bar, we consider <Pss = cp,0 du.2t-t • The 
complex compliance G (�f) consists of a �eal and imagin-
ary part . Rewriting the equation (4 . 2 0) , we obtain the amp-
litude of the steady state response . 
<P, = � 
G, ( t.,.)I ) + t. G.a ( uf ) 
0 J" [ ( 1 /  JL) - w; G1 ( w1J] - � ���2 (t.,.l) 
Multiplying the numerator and denominator by 
conj ugate of the denominator , yields 
the complex 
� = 1'10 [G, (�.; ) +  L �Awf J J [ ( I /  JL) - �/ G , (  t.0r ) -+  j ( .•/ G� C 4)-{ J] • 0 . J [ ( I I IL) - �1.. G, ( wf )J :i+ [ u/ �1..( c. ... 71)] � (6 . 7) 
Separati�g the real and imaginary parts in t�e equation 
above we obtain 
,h _ Ho G1 ( wr£( I /  JL ) - w/G, {W1 )]  - u;-r;,-;{wf] 'f"oR - - , 
J [ ( I / IL) - "t:1.G, ( w1) ] �-t- [ G>1 G;,._ {w1J]-< 
(6 . 8) 
or 
Since 
i �l t 
cf>ss ::: <f>o e , 
<Pss -= ( q:,6R -t <PoI) ( cos 0f t + i sin� t )  � <PR + 'Pr • 
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(6. 9) 
Here <P� represents the real part of the angle of twi·st due to 
real part of the applied torque M0c os �ft , and the imaginary 
part of angle of twist gives the solution due to the imagin­
ary part of torque , i. e. , M
0 
s in w;t. 
Separating the real and imaginary parts in iss yields 
<P"R. :::- cpo�CO S Cc.;)f I: - ct,o_pin 0-1 t 1 
4>::r := q:>0R cos G.:)f t + cp0I sin wf t 
(6. 1 0) 
(6. 11) 
From equation (4. 4 4) and (4. 4 5) we can compute the fac­
tors cp, and A..oi · Substituting the numerical values �sed in 
O R  "-t" 
the example above we have (the forcing frequency 4Jf is taken 
to be in the near-resonance range, namely CJ1- = 5 0 0  rad/sec) : 
and 
, J..._ , , . ,b -+ ,�.1� (!ioof (  lo4 A �5- 1 3  + to:?>;t td -)( tt . r;t) 
(107 � l f .c,f --t- (5'"oo)� ( I o4 -'f :lS"- I .3 + Io� * 1 07� 1 1 . � {;) 
= (7. 0 9) 10-9, 
,.,. 5� � �s . 13 � ,o� �a (tvf) =- --------=----=---------
( 1 0' � u .  , ,  ) � +(_500) � ( , o4 � :t 5. I 3 + 10 2)l 107 * 1 1 . ,i) 
= (-. 2 4 4) i o-9 • 
Substituting the above values in equation ( 5 . 8 ) and ( 5 . 9 ) , 
and simplifying we obtain 
and 
1'oR = (4. 5 8) 1 0- 5 rad. , 
<Por = (-1. 3 2 5) 1 0- S  rad • • 
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s ince 
The steady-state angle of twist corresponding to the harmonic 
torque M0cos t is given by 
(6. 1 2) 
The complete solution for angle of twist per unit length , is 
obtained by adding equation� (6. 5) and (6. 1 2) : 
g (  [ - 8:J. 6 t  - K- 'f( . -3 t )  == c:zq .4 e + e . 5 � cos·_,;,3ot ,t- 4-5 sin s 3ot) � 1� + 
( 1 q cos �co -t  + , 05"" sin5oot) :x 1 0 5J yad .. . (6. 1 3) 
E quation (6 . 13) consists of an angle of twist due to 
free vibrations and an angle of twist due to forced vibrations. 
The first part is the transient. As time increases ,the 
angle of twist due to free vibrations dies out. The partic­
ular solution is a combination of sine and cosine functions , 
which represents the steady-state response of the system and 
it persists as long as the torque acts. From Figure 1 2  it 
is clear that transient part dies after a 
tions . 
few oscilla-
To understand better the effect of the viscoelastic 
core in the torsion bar, we shall consider now the tor sion 
bar without viscoelastic core (hollow cylinder ) and compare 
the results. 
The equation of motion of a hollow elastic cylinder in 
in free vibration is given by , (6J , 
:r � = - kt 'f> • (6. 14) 
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Here Kt is the torque per unit a�gle of rotation and J is 
the mass moment of inertia of the disk about the axis of 
shaft. 
Introducing the notation 
�-P.· = K� ' :f I 
the equation ( 6. 1 4) may be written as 
The solut ion of the above equation may be written as 
c:p = A sin pt + B cos pt 
( 6. 1 5) 
( 6 -. 16) 
The parameter p is the natural frequency of the system. To 
find A and B ,  assume the initial conditions at t= o as 
cf:> = 4o , 
( 6. 17) 
Differentiating equation ( 6. 16) and substituting the initial 
conditions we obtain 
and 
A = <Po /p  , 
B = <::po 
Hence the solution of equation ( 6. 1 5) is 
cp = cp0 cos pt .+ (<P/ f:>) Sinpt-
Since q, = eL , the above equation can be rewritten as 
where 
9 l-O = ec,Cos �t +l0o / p) siri pt # ( 6 . 1 8 )  
Here. I0 is the polar moment of inertia of the hollow cylin­
der about the axis 1 and L is the length of the hollow cylin­
der. For our numerical example we have , 
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I0 = 11. 6 in
4 J = 20. 7 lb Sec2 in 
L = _24 inches 90 = 9. 9 867 rad. Go = 0 
The natural trequency of the system = (;i)� 
7 
- (1·0·*11·. 6 )  ½ 20. 7 * 2 4  
= 4 80  sec:-1 
The period of rotational vibration � =  1/f= l/4 8 0=. 0 0 2 0 8 sec . 
The angle of twist of such system -�-s given by 
0 (t) = 9. 9 867 Cos 4 8 0t (6.19 ) 
Note that this vibration solution does not vanish with time as . 
there is no damping present within the system . 
A graph relating angle of twist to time is plotted in 
figure 22. With the same initial conditions� the graph : re-
lating the angle of twist to time for a composite bar is also 
plotted. It is observed that the amplitude of vibration of 
hollow cylinder remain constant with time . The amplitude of 
vibration of composite bar decreases with time, and after few 
cycles 1 it dies out due to the presence of the viscoelastic 
core. 
CHAPTER VII 
Discussion and Conclusions 
Some interesting conclusions are made based on the 
study of the behavior of viscoelastic material in a system 
with torsional vibration . The energy dissipated by the 
viscoelastic material is proportional to the square of the 
applied torque (.or stress) and pro�ortional to the loss 
compliance. Greater loss compliance results in a higher 
internal damping within the material. This leads to the 
result that the amplitude at resonance is reduced for a 
given forcing torque. Hence , from the safety point of view , 
any mechanism which is subj ected to vibration should be 
equipped with a viscoelastic damper. In practical appli­
cations, however , the choice of a viscoelastic material with 
a high loss-compli ance for better reduction of vibrational 
resonance is not always easy. Certain other factors like 
service conditions , temperature range , required strength , 
cost factor , etc. should also be considered . 
The torsion bar with a viscoelastic core was compared 
with a solid bar made of Maxwell fluid and with a hollow 
elastic cylinder. It was observed that the loss-compliance 
of the Maxwell solid is relatively higher than the composite 
bar. In an elastic hollow cylinder there is no loss of en­
ergy. The energy supplied is fully stored inside the mater-
ial for half the period and is released during the other half of 
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the period . The reason for total recovery i s  that there is 
no internal friction present in elastic material . In contrast , 
in viscoelastic materials , part of the energy is lost due to 
internal friction in the material . Thus the energy is dis­
sipated and transformed into heat and/or sound . 
The free vibrations of an elastic hollow cylinder and 
of a composite bar subj ect to the same initial conditions are 
compared in Figure 2 2 . The ampl itudes of the free vibrations of 
the composite bar tend to zero with t ime . On the other hand 
the ampl itude of the free vibrations of an elastic hollow 
cylinder does not decay with time . The logarithmic decrement 
' 6 ' of the free vibrations of the composite bar , which is the 
measure of the rate of decay of amplitude , is given by 
& = --' . Ln X-nii 
d :x.,,,u .. iJ 
For the numerical data considered in this test (see also 
figure 12) the logarithmic decrement is found to be 
C \ 11 4, 4 o == a  01 -,-
= .494  
It is also observed that , for the same boundary condition , 
the magnitude of the natural frequency for a composite bar 
is much higher than that of the elastic hollow cylinder . This 
indica·tes that it is safer to use a composite bar than 
an elastic bar for mechanisms which function at frequencies 
close to their resonance frequency . 
The dimensionless damping factor ' 0 ' is defined by the 
expression 6 = & }r11\ , where ' & ' denotes the logarithmic 
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decrement(. Since 
s is found to be • 4 9 4 , the dimensionless damp-. 7 ) 
ing factor can be explained by replaci�g the viscoelastic 
core with an equivalent dashpot havi�g a dimensionless damp­
ing constant of . 0 7 86. The coefficient of viscou s damping 
is defined by the expression C=Cc . Here Cc is the coefficient 
of the critical damping and is defined by the expression 
Cc = 2J CJ,,, where 'J ' is the mass moment of inertia of the 
flywheel and • �• is the natural frequency of the composite 
bar. The hollow cylindrical shell is equivalent to a single 
spring which obeys Hooke ' s law. The viscoelastic core is 
equivalent to a combination of a spring and a dashpot. 
Therefore, the composite bar can be replaced by two springs 
and a dashpot connected in parallel as shown in figure 23 (a )  
(the spring represents the elasticity of the shell and the 
core)* or by a system consisting of just one spring and one 
dashpot as shown in Figure 23 (b ) . The equivalent spring 
constant of the system is 
Kt (eq. ) = Kt (l) + Kt (2) 
GI2 q 
= -- + .:.1. 
L Pi L 
= (101) ( 11 . 6 6} + (1 0�) (2 5 . 1 3) 24 (1 02 ) ( 24) 
= ( . 5 9 ) 107 lb-in. 
Thus the composite bar can be replaced by the vibratory mo­
del shown in figure 2 3 ( b)  with an equvalent spr ing having spr ing 
constant (. 5 9 )  1 0 7 lb-in. and a dashpot having a viscous 
damping constant of 1 7 2 4 . 6 4 lb-sec . in . 
For our numerical exarnple, the coef f ic ient of viscous 
damping is found to be 
C = 2 J W11 ! 
* (2 ) (2 0 . 7) (53 0) (. 0 7 8 6) 
= 1 7 2 4 . 64 lb-sec-in . 
The structural damping is given by , (7) , 
� = 2 c � > o ,  
Substituting the numerical values , we get 
n = 2 ( � )  (. 0 7 8 6 )  ( 5]0 
= . 14 8 3 
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This shows that 14 . 8 3 percent of energy input is dissi­
pated in the form of internal energy, resulting in a consider­
able reduction of noise and vibration level . 
It is also observed that for the sa�e boundary condi­
tions the magnitude of the natural frequency for the compos­
ite bar is much higher than that of the elastic hollow cy-
linder. This indicates that it is safer to use the cbm-
posite bar than the elastic bar for a mechanism which func ­
tions at frequenc ies close to its resonance frequency .  
The most important effect of damping on an oscillatory, 
system is that of limiting the amplitude response at reson­
ance. The damping has little to do with the frequency away 
from resonance. Due to the presence of a viscoelastic core in 
a composite bar , the amplitude of the system at resonance 
remains finite . 
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Conclus ions: 
The_ graph of di ssipation of energy per cycle vs. fre­
quency shows that energy dissipation in a purely Maxwel l 
torsion bar is independent of frequency . In a compos ite 
torsion bar ,  the energy diss ipation increases rapidly for 
frequencies near zero, and it levels off with higher fre­
quencies . 
The relation between magnification factor and fre­
quency i s  plotted in figure 1 5  at constant A0 • This re­
presents the ratio of the ir. ternal (q1 , r 1, p1) and external 
(J, L)  parameters. In the second case shown in figure 16, 
the dimensionles s parameter A0 remains constant . ' f ' is  
the ratio of  the core sti ffnes s (q1 , I1 , p1 ) to the shell 
stiffnes s (G, r 2 ) .  The following conclus ions are drawn 
based on the numerical studies. 
A)  An increase in • f ' causes: 
1. An increase in damping or loss factor as measured by 
half-power Line . 
2. Lower resonance frequency . 
3. A reduction of the magnification factor . 
4. An increase in logarithmic decrement . 
B) An increase in A0 causes: 
1. A s light decrease in the los s factor as measured by 
the hal f-power line. 
2. A shifting of resonance frequency to a higher range . 
3 . A reduction of the magnification factor , 
4 .  A slight increase in the logarithmic decrement . 
To find the optimum combination of points mentioned 
above at given resonance frequency , we would like to have 
maximum damping and the lowest magnification factor . It is 
recommended that  A0 be held constant and ' J ' be maximized . 
' 'f '  is given by 
. - , 
} - q_,  P, I, 
- G I:i 
Optimum damping is attained when the ratio 
core st if fness = f = 
shell stiffness 
is maximized subj ect to the constraint xy= constant. 
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Appendix A 
Cardon ' s  method of solving the cubic equation. 
The general cubic equation is 
ay3 +. by2 + cy + d = O 
: Cardon solves this equation by substituting ( 9 ) 
Y = (z-1/3) I 
We get 
- ( a ) 
a (z-1/3) 3 + b (z-1/3) 2 + c (z-1/3) + d = o ,  (b) 
w hich can be reduced to 
z 3 + 3pz + 2 q = 0 • 
Here 
3ac-b2 3p = 
3a2 






According to the C ardon method, the equation (c) has 
three distinct roots, of which one is real and two are com­
plex conj ugates provided that the discriminant 
D = p2 + q3, is positive. 
Using C ardon 's notation 
U = (-q + JD)
l/3 
V = ( -q _ .{D )  Y3 • 
The three roots of equation (b} are 
z1 = u + v  ,I 
- --Z2 = Ea U -t €� V I 
Z 3  = E.l u + E, V I 
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where 




& Y3 can be calculated . 




1 - 1/3 
Y2 = z2 - 1/3 
Y3 = z3 1/3 . 
A. 2 Equation of motion of a vibratory viscoelastic shaft: 
E quation of motion of a vibratory viscoelastic shaft , 
(4.1), discussed in Chapter IV is set up by analogy 
with an elastic torsion bar whose vibratory motion is 
described by the well-known equation : 
:f � = - Kt-cp , ( c )  
where the torsional elastic constant, ' Kt ' � is propor­
tional to shear modulus , fl .  
K = T = 1{ d
4Jt 
t QL 3 2L • 
(d) 
An equivalent way of writing (c) is by introducing the 
concept of compliance , ' G ' ,  which is proportional to a 
reciprocal of the torsional elastic constant and ±s defined 
as the ratio of unit angle of twist , ' g ' ,  and torque , T .  
So 
With definition (e) equation of motion (c) assumes the , 
form .. .  1 ..L J<J> = - - � LG 
( e )  
or 
. ..  1 q;> + _ A  = Q JLG '-t' 
Equation (f) is a standard equation of simple harmonic 
motion with solution 
4> ( t) = c1 sin cfJiGt) + c 2 cos <J;fGt) 
As is seen from the form above the quantity 1/ . JLG , r 
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(f) 
( g )  
posesses a meaning of a circular frequency � - It  is 
customary, therefore, to denote 1/JLG by w 2, and write the 
equation (f) as 
(i) 
The same rule applies to vibrations of viscoelastic 
structure, except that now the compliance G is no longer a 
constant but a certain function of frequency, � (the specific 
form of this function depends on the choice of a visco­
elastic model) . Therefore, equation (f) . assumes now the 
form 
. .  1 A. J - - � 4> - LG (w } , ( j ) 
which reduces to the standard form used to describe simple 
harmonic motion, i. e. equation (i) , if we set 
__ 1_ = cJ- .  ( k ) 
JLG('4.>) 
Of course, such equality can be satisfied only for certain 
values of � ,  which for a Maxwell solid becomes a cubic 
equation. This is discussed extensively on pages 67-7 0. 
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Computer Program : I 
Relaxation Curves 
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---------�-+fr�-! 1 ( V , K f- i ) ) �- ( l ♦ Y. I( t: E XP ( ( 't • ��l-H-f.w-¥r)��> -----
N i.:N C 
-A--f-C-..K-=-f C-l � -¥C._C. t G �-------------------­
A F l . K = f C l ( Y u ► 2 * 8 Y J 
----------�_.. � = f-C � C-V-O IJt�."1----)...--------------------
N f l � E = T O 
C V C = 2  
SPE C C T = . U l , L E � G l � = 2 . 5 , P K 1 P ER = . C 4 , P L T P E R = . O� 
----------PI,L i .t,..+-f-�.f.. 1-, f·-.L------------------------
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Torsional lcee Vibrat ions 
9/28/ 18 
& Y.K = ( ( 2q . 4• E � P l - 8 2 . 6 • T l ME . K J ♦ E X P C - 8. b • f J M E . K > • ( . 56*C O S ( 5 '0 • T I �E . K J + � .  ... .., ... _. I It l S J J + r . , , ; .:; , 
N l l �E=  I I N 
T I N=O 
- - -
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Computer Program � III 
Torsional Forced Vibrat ions 
8 7  
A Y. K = ( ( 2 9 .4 * E X P ( - 8 2 . t • T I M E . K ) +E � P ( - 8 . 6 • T I M E. K ) * ( . 56*C O S ( 5 30*T l �E . K ) +�. 
530•T Ptf .K) J l,'3) 1 (. l9•COS(PCrHME-K) •-OSt SINI Pt:llf>IEwK) J 
N l l M E = T I N  
. . ... 
C T i t,=o 
P L C T  V = • , 1 -2 , b )  
P_P I NT Y 
-,001/PRTPEA•aOOl 











Computer Program _ IV 
Loss Factor Vs Frequency 
1 0/ 20/78 
MACSlC  FC T (  "f J 
-------r-f-Cf.K=( i.K� llHE. KJJCl+IIHE.X•IIPE.K*ll•Y.KJJ 
MEN C  
A . -Fc-;K="fCTTYO-♦�u 
A f l .K=FC T ( Y 0 +2*DY ) 
-· A --F2 ;. x=F  cn-v c.,. ..a:-rT�---------------------
N J I H E = T O  
C C = 
SPEC CT = . O l , l ENGTH=� . PR T PER=. 05 . PLTPER=. 05 
--------PR U'TrO;FI , 
PLOT F O= C , F l =• • F 2=+ 
-------�RONLllSS FACJOR VS. FREQOENCY 
D1 NOT USEO 
-,-_ 
i . _ 
<.. 
· c  
C 
12 
• . . . ___________ ....:._ _______________________ _ 
10 ·------------------------------------. . 
7-------------------------------
-----
"- s,_.:,_ _______________________________ :---• �·------------------------------------
8 8  
CZ! ... ..... "" 
0 ' 
CJ -
I '  
I 
I 
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Comput er Pro�ram V 
Comparison O f  free Vibrat ions (Composite  Bar Vs Hollow Cylinder) 
U S E D  
Corr.put er trobrdf,. - VI 
Comp3rison Of Encrey Dissipat ion (Composite Bar Vs Naxwell Bar) 
lC/2 1/ 1 8  
A Y l  . K =  ( C l  OO • T  I M E . 10 • ( 1 OJH I P'! E  . K )  J / l  1 + J.1..! l_lJ..9.!. -.J.!�t._K_�_r  � • tQ Q.)_�_!_l_!��JU 
A l 2 . K a  l 
ti 1 1 ...: Ea l l f\ . 
C l l l\•C 
PR l � l  Y l . l2 
PLC I t l = • e "f 2 : • 
. ... - - ·---------------------
S? E C  c ,  .. .  o l . L E� C l  .. = 2 , P� t P fR=�.02 , P!,_T �E l!::• O '!::.Z ____________ _ 
- · -· -·-------------------------
·- . -- -· ··----·----------------------
- . . . . · - -- ·-- ·--------------------
·- -- .. . -· -••---- ----------------------
··-· ----------------------------
. - · - ···---- --------------------­
- - --·· · . ·-· ----------------------
· ·· ·· - ·- .  ·- -- ---- -----------------
. .  - - -· · · --- --·--------------------
·---- --- -----------------­
. . . - -· · -··- - --------------------­
. .  - - ··- · ·---·- -·--------------------
--
. ---------------------
---· · - · - -----------------­
.. · · - - ----·-----------·-----
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- Comput €r Progra.111 - VII 
}lagni fication Factor Vs Frequency 
L-.l Cl.05 .. l 16_ 
�..l!A.C.h. ,:_u:_r L'Y .a. X a.G l a.G 2J 
A f C T . � � 2 J . 4 1 � sa� r , 1 x . K� X . K + ( 5 . J0 / Y. � ) � ( 5 . 0 b / Y . � J � G2 . K * G 2 . K ) ) / ( ( ( 5 . 0 6 / Y 
LI-•� J =- 1.I 1 1"  E • K � _T l ., E .  !( <- G L .  i<. )  l � I( �-• C l  I 'f .  K J - I l I l"l • K * T l t� l .  K * U • K J J + ( T I M !:  • K H 
X I M E . K * G 2 . � l • l f l � i . � • f l � ( . K < G l . K J )  
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_ ,_x . K.=. l t 5 .  0 o/_Y. . 1 0  �.c l . K..-: U.1.�Ll(�C l.,JSJ.!JJ I !'L�J,;.=...G_l�..!<J - 1 T I M E  . l<  * GZ �  K > "J.!Jl'.L_ 
t< • Gl . ,< J  > 
-"--Gl .i(..:: l.L� U-�Y .JU � l J  i�E. . �.I.C.t. ._Ul_Li.' .!:..U...!.1��Ll�Y . KJ� I /J f . K  • T J :.� E  41.J__ 
A Gl .�= ( Y . K * f l NE . K ) / l l + ( l + Y . K J * ( l + Y . K ) � ( T I M E . K * f l M E . K ) J 
_.'i.EN.O - -- - --
A F 0 . K J f C 1 ! Y C +C * C Y , XO . K , v lO . K ,G 20 . K )  
L.A_J- 2 . K = r C  J C  Y 0 + 4  e< (; Y  . :,. 2  . K ., _G l 2  ._ K_ , c 2.2.. .. � l • F l . K � f C l ( Y C + i � C Y , X l . K , � l l . K , G 2 1 . K J 
..... fi-.Ul1L:.11J 
r. T O s l . 
.... ...:._.,c�.  2 
· c  C 'f .: .  l 
l-SP..EC_j)T ;::_ . J.l , L rnu..t:.= .LIL...e.!U .. e.�.L..e..LlliR = . I 
� R [ N r  f 0 , f l , f 2  
_ t.ll..=_,_. u= ►., U-=.O 





Ma i f  gn icat ion Fac tor Vs Frequency 
· ·-
1 0/ 10/78  
M A C Jc C  F <. T c v , x . G l , G7 J 
e-,c- FO :R-=zj  � 4-/ i. s.: ,1 rTn:.-.-;�x-�rv:1cr.2T�TY�IT•G"27ifFGT.1<TT7 r<TY . K/. 2)-(  r 
X l H l . K t l t r ( . K 4 G t . � J ) t ( C Y . K / . 2 } - ( I l M E . K • J l r E . K 4 G l . � J J + ( l l � E - K 4 T l � E . K * G Z  
X . � ) * l T t � E - � * T l � E . � t C 2 . K ) J ·-A --·x . K » ' ( Y  . i:. , .·2 J 4 � r : �-- ( r HIE . K i: GT:Kl • fffffc. K•G"1.K"F ClTtlt.'K"iG--.?-:iOTfTf'Ft.i i{T 
X G 2 . K J I  
A G l . K : ( l + l l + . 2 J � ( T l � E . K � T I � E . K J J / ( 1 + l l • . 2 > • l l + . 2 ) � ( T ! � f . K * T ! M E . K J ) 
--A-c2·�x;;·c " : t* ffMf;iTi ff+n .::-2 , � , 1 .-.-z n-T n ;,r.-i<-• n-,tf;-1{) > 
,u�c  
A F O . K : f t l ( Y O + Q $ C Y , ) � . K , � l O . � , G Z O . K )  _ _  A ___ 
n :K ; F c. nYc +2 i- e v ;  >1T� ,.;;G i"1 . K-;c 2 c:,o 
A f 2 . K = f C l l Y O + � � � Y , X 2 . � , C l 2 . K , G 22 . K )  
N T l r-!t: = T C  -c--rc=T 
C "r C • 2  
C C "r = 2  
rs-vt:c-u·r =·:crr.n�c r h =  i-c·;p·,n a>£n= . L ,PITP'�'"' • 1 
P IH f\ I F O , f l , F 2  
P L C T  F J = � , F l = + , F 2 = 0  
--.a;;:-r-P .fc;;"-° n--ro.TTa--"FACTc-rvs-. FREttENCY 
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Data Set - I 
Relaxation Curves 
P�GL l 
. ----- --- -- - .... �----- - --- - -- ------ -- --- --
l l t't: f a  • 1 n 
--- t.-..-c" £ • oo------t .-t.�--hP.v---------------------------
. 1  l . O� ij U  l . C C C �  l . C ( O O  
-----.u1, · - --· ·• ')l "" 0 - - -.. l •i l· I - -- . t: / c.. 41  · - - --- ·--- - --·--- ----- ------·-----
•08 . a � , a  . t � , �  . 4 t E c 
----. t l---.· l'l t: ',  · - · - -. � l Jc; - · -. '? H O- · ------ ---------- ------------
• lh . 14 � 9  . 4 � l �  . 2 4 1 J  
------:. ;----.���?---.J��t--.-t � �tr-----------------------------
.�4 . � 5 / L  . J U /. 6  . 1 � � 8 
-- .J ¢---. ti l.'- l  1 -- -.-t t d a -- -.-l f 2 7 -- - -----­
. l2 . 5 d 8 b  . 1 1 4 1  . l l /J 
----. ?b---.·-54;'1 I -.· t. l l e--- l (-e 2-
- �  . , J� l . 1 � � c  . 1 c 2 1 
• 'r • :>t I 'i • l .ct J • c i&i-----------------------------
e4d . 49 1 1 . l i l t  . C S 5 5  
----.• � e--. 4 1  J lt--.l t 5  <1i--. a c;  J c;  
. �6 . 4 5 7b . 1 5 � �  . C � 2 �  
------,.-c,-.,"d s----.-t,<r1--.-u-<rc 1----------------------------
• 6 4  . 4 J l l  . 1 ��6  . C S l 7 
----.,..�.-t-5-i?-ci'---,,rtGT'r':ilt�-----------·-----------------
. 1  l . 4 l 0 2  . l � E 4  . CS ll  
-----.-lir-----.-4v¼ S--.-i ✓,-1-¼--.-£4�t-----------------------------
. s  . 1 q � s  . t 4 � C  . c r. 1 0 
--- --..·tt4--.-l>H O---a·H � 3--.-0c;·H}-----------------------------
•d8 . 3 av9  . , � . ,  . c q 1 0 
-----,, • ...,9,-.,2---,,.�fn--.·�l ���).----:.�c�S,�r-----------------------------
• 90 . J 1�0  . 1 4 3 �  . c soq  
-----Tl�---·.-i) b-6-5----Tl-T½ 0�9----------------------------
l . O� . 3 62 � . 1 4 J 4 . CS 09 
-- --11-.0ri--..-3--l> --¼-4-���c...,_----------------------------
1 . 1 1.  . 3 5 c s  . 1 4 3 2  . c� o q  
----+1--• ! & ■ ]�. l <, 3 t • C-'r..--,,' ----------------------------
1 .2 . 3 5 L 5  . l 4 3 C  . cscq 
----l-...-24 ■ 3 '.,'1�4-¼G--..-G>i��----------------------------
1 . 28 . 3 4 1 1  . l 4 J C . 0 � 0 9  
-----¼....-31c---·...-::F1 b� • l ·, �9 .c.c;v·�----------------------------
1 .  �6 . 3 ;46  . 1 4 2 9  . c � c q  
I ■  ·, ■ Jc, J I • l ·, �-G..,..,,.,.>+------,..------------------------
1 .  �� . 3 � 12 . L � 2 9  . C� C 9  
----l-.-43-..-3--� � Z<; C9t;-----------------------------
l .  5 Z  . 3 40)  . l 4 l S  . C9 C9 
____ ,.., -'• �,�9->---.-l-42-� ;.."'.C-----------------------------
1 .6 . 3 J d8 . l 4 J S  . cs c �  
1 w &4 • 3 1 J.�•rl <+-4 .e-2..,.�--■..-4o•',.:'"',..,-�----------------------------
l . 6 7 9� . J 3 lb . L � L9 .C�C9 
---t....-H..<;9---3 ¼ J.c?--.-1 4 2 � -c-;c'?-----------------------------
1 . 1s s� . 3 J u 7  . 1 4 2 �  . cq c� 
----,\1 ..... �q'i<J...--w..¼-J.b..J....--..l-.:.-.? ��c.,>-----------------------------
1 . 8Jqq . 3 1 h0 . 1 4 l S  . c� c q  
---+l-- o-· .  �_..:;¼-\H---.-�4.!-i;.._.;.-;��----------------------------
l .q l �9 . J 3 54 . l � 2 S  . C � C9 
___ ._, .�� JV>2- t4�-C..- C C.C">-----------------------------
l .99S9 . 3 J 50 . l4 2 S  . c s c q  
---hO 1c;9---.-3.3-4o----4...-, 2 4-. G,�g..----------------------------
2 . C  199 . 3 J 4 6  . l 4 2 S  . C�C9  
� • � l Qs- J-J...,') 1 • 2 ��C.'»----------------------------
2 a l ��� . J l 44  . l 4 L 9  . C�09  
---�2-•· l�<19-.-�Ji.2--.-l 42-� C 9 C'?----------------- ------------
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Data Set II 
Torsional Free Vibrations 
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I 
j •  
I • , 
1 .. 1 1 • • 
! . ,1 
.o 
.0 0 1  
. 0 03  
• 0 04 
. 0 06 
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q .  l 3C?6 
s . 2 1 2 1  
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3 . 2 5 30 
l . 2 1 41e 
·•• j 
;"! : � � = ; : !�1: :::�.;a..,,...-�-+A..-----------------------------
!ul . 0 1 8  1 . �0 5 9  
l_r 
. 0 19 l . l 3Jl 
.02 ·'· • 
i,. j . 0 2 1  . 4 8 19 
. 0 2 2  . 68 85 
i •• i-,! ---A-':�-11---' ........ �----------------------------i,. i  · • o-
i I . O .l4  1 . 6908 
] . 0 2 5 2 . 1 4 06 -� ..... ; --.-o � -,___. �.i:;..;a.----------------------------
� - � ? 7 2 . ?2 56 
u !  . 0 2 8 l e  79 't 8  
:_ •-·I . 0 3 . 't 5-4l 1 . O � l  - . 1 2 64 
· "f-1 ----::....:""�::i.H�..._--::-4-1�1------------------------------
1 - •• • JJL 
1 •• : .. ) 3 3  - . 4 5 75 
1..l . 0 3 4 - . 1 59 3  
1 . . �1 --::.c-+Q;�r--:::--4-<r.+�----------------------------
· .• i . 0 3b . 8 9 1 2 
:,.! . 0 3 7  l . 3 2 8 1e  
� �-----:-1. 03 'J 1 . 5?.-�-----------------------------
l· · j,: • o :;9 t . 4 2 O
5 
. 04 1 . 040 1 
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: . . : . 049 1 . JO l 5  
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. 0 5 4  - . 3l l6 
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Data Set - III  
Tors ional Forced Vibrat ions 
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9 / 2 3 / 7 8 T OR S I ON AL F ORCED  V I B RA T I CNS GMEGA= 52 5 
, .. , . 0 7 - . 2 8 9  
i"1----.-a:.,_111-----=-. �2-,l-.4--------------------------
• 1"LJ0 7 2 . 6 7 7  
(: . 0 7 3  . 9 4 6  
I ' "-io,---;;�'rc¼---------------------------1 , . , . 
: . 0 7 6  
. 7 1 8 
. 2 8 9  
. i,., . 0 15  
r' ·1----=-+H-=1-----=-;a..R-A---------------------------
.. !" l . U 7 d  - . 6 3 8  
P�--·--O-F7h191------,·.--l8�S�3�-------------------------
.. 1::i • 0 8 1  - • 6 3 4  :"1 • 0 8  __ 2_+-----=•-?-2-1-Tl+-4 _____________________ _ : .__ __ --0 tl "\ , ,., : 0 8 4  
:'.'.! . 0 6 5  
. 66 3  
. B 8 l  
: "I • o 
- . "j : � :  � : � � � 
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:] . l u 6  !"i • l • ll) tl  I" • 1 o-, , ,.i 
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• l l l  
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. 6 52 
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- . 0 7 2  
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• l l 8 
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. 1 2 4  "! . . I . 1 26 . . .. 1 2 7  ., , 
'' I . 1 29 . , ,  . 1 1 .• i 
"I • 1 32 ::I . 1 33 • 1 .34 .. , • 1 3 5  • · i 
I • 1 36 
"i 
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' I  . H  ,- ! ,.I . 1 4 1  • 1. -. l  
· I  
. 1 44  ··l . 1 4 5  ' i  . 146 
., I • 1 4  7 
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- . 6 .iO 
- . 7 4 2  
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- . 0 1 3  
· . 62 3 
. 1 1 a 
• 34 7 
- . J l 3  
- . 6 1 4  
- . 6 92 
- .  3 1 3  
. 0 3 3  
. 6 04  
.· 668  
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. 2 A l  
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- . 5 94 
- . 6 43 
- . 2 5 1  
. 0 8 0  
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• l 1t 8 - . O 'J 8  
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.. ; 
L . , , . . . 
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, .  
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. 1 5 7  
- 1 �9 
. 1 6 
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. 1 6 8  
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• l 8 4 - • 1 7 7  
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. l B 6 
• 1 8 7 
- . 4 9 8  
- . 46 8  
• • ! :., ! . 1 89 - . o  1 1  
f • 1 9  e 1 86 
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'· 1 
;vj . 4 86 . 44 9 
: · 1 . 1 --1 q  - . 4 7 3 
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1 r--1
----,._....,l,.io�3---..�3�fl 
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j " : . 2 :J5  - '* 1 3 l ''j.._' --.,.,..-;i4-f,,-----..;l-5+---------------------------.. ·! • 2 J 6 • 2 5 3 
.. . • 7- 0 7  . 0 26  
I . 2 08 - . 21.) 5  
'··Ll --�-tt-C:�---r��---------------------------
, •• i • 2 
:. I • 2 1  t I • 2 1 1  
,· ·;_· ---,.,L�---.--t��--------------------------.:.i . 2 1 3  - . 0 1 4  
I • 2 1 ft • 2 1 0 
"[_· _ ___,:,_µ;.._._-.--3--�----------------------=-
. 2 1 6 
. Z l l 
: . 2 1 9 
. 4 3 7  
• 3 79 
. 002  
- . 2 1 4 =' I . 2 2 
� - · u l--____.:;��------------------------
;:· ; . 22. 2  - . 4 2 5  ' . 2 2 3  - . 3 o 4  
i .. �I --��------�4----------------------------, .. , 
! , . !  �, • 2 25 . 2 2 b  . OO<J .. 2 1 8 
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Data Se t - IV 
Loss Fac tor Vs Frequency  
__,Pc....:A.:.:G::..:E=--ee2�---�l�0./_2:!}/=---7...;....a.;:;.._--=l::..::O::..::S=-=S�F__:.:A:...=C:....:.l-=O..:.:R�V-=S-=-•-f:....:R:..:..E�Q�U:::.:E:::..:NC�Y=-----
T IME FO F l F2 
f+OO E+OO E +OO  E+OO 
___ __:.o . 0 00 00 . 0 000 .0000 
. o·s- : oc,926- -:_ 2 94-;;:a---=-.-=,.-a:c
7
6-=-6---------------
----·�1 . 19 4 1 7 . 56 C7 .�009 
• 15 • 2 8 1 03 - -. -7775;::---,;-.-2;;:0·�2=--\=---:-
-------------
-----=·=2'-�· 35 7 1� . 9 3 7 5  1 . 3 8 89 
• 2 s • ;. 2 1 o s--1�04 3 ;:-s-1=-.,:__,.:'-:a=-:1;-:s=-
--------------
____ .J  . 4 7 2 44 1 . 1 0 43 1 . 5 075 
• 35-.- 5 1 1 88 -- 1:-fjo·6 l .-=4-=9-=0=9
---------------
-------=• L. • 54054 1 . 132 1 1 . 4493 




___ __;• 5 . 5 7 1 43 l . O�C9  1 . 33 33 
.s�. 5 766 1-r:-os es=-�1�.�2�1�0�9:---------------
----=·6 . 5 7692  1 . 022 7  1 . 2097  . 6s __ __ 5 73 32--.--e-s5-1-:.:=--1 s�10�--------------
____ ...;.....1 . 566 8 0  . 94 8 1 l � C955 
• l 5-. 5 5 8 H- --:-c;,11-=4--=1-.-=0°""''t-=3-=5=----------------
-----=•·8 • 5ft 795  • 8 7-C5:-".9�-·-=�-c;..;;..5_0 _____________ _ . 8 5  . 53 6 7 0--:84 19 . 9 500 
----·�9-=-�- 524 7 8  . 8096 .90 82 • C) 5 • 5 1 2  47--. -11·9-:::c
=o---'-.-::e6-:---,c--94'7-
--------------
____ 1 • • 5 0 0 0 0  . 75CO  . S333 
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-------------
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1 . 99 99 . 30 770 . 4 1 3 8 - ��45 
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2 . 0 999 . 29 5 lb . 3� 5 4  . 4242  -
--'2�.�.
=-=
499--;2 89 23 . 3 8 6 1  . 41 �7 
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=---.-3=-9c.-6c-:9::c---------------
-
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2 . 5999 . 2 � 4 3 7  . 3 2 29 - � �5 0  
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.. 
--2-.-7499-� 2 32 20 ___ 3 0 5 326 7..-
--------------
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Data Set - V 
Comparison O f  Free  Vibrat ions (Composite Bar Vs Hollow 
c Cylinder) 
1 0 3 
AGE 2 1 0/ 02./ 1 8  CCMP AR l SCN O F  CCl1 PC S I T E l CR S ION B A R  V S .  HOL LOW C ' H 1 rl l>E "R 
T'-'E .,I 'i2 
E ♦ OO E + C O  E •OO 
. O 9 . S � � 7  � . S e6 7  
• 0..i  1 -9:-�-!> rr-s-:-11-s-E ------------------------------
• coz  q . 1 1 22 5 . 12 7 6  
. 0 0 3  � . 1 39 6  l . 3 C 2 5  
. \Jv't a .  2 1 2 1  - :!  • 4 l t c;�-----------------------------
• o o s  1 . o z o o  - 7 . 3 c 4 1 
. C�L  5 . 7 3 7 1  - 9 . o 4 6 9  
• o :  , - 4 .  5 7 H, - c; . H 9 ,�-----------------------------
. c c �  J . 70 7l - 7 . o 4 e 5  
. Ov9 J . 2 5 � 0 - 3 . 6 1 S c; --.oc J . L 1 4'• - . � n- -----------------------------
- � 1 1  3 . 4 q 2 l  5 . J6 � C 
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• 0 2  � o l t 4  -q . e J la 
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• 0 � �t l .  t; C) C  d 5 •:.:O:..::O�C�3� ____________ .:__ _______________ _ 
. 0 2 5 2 . l � C b  8 . 42 7 2 
. O l6 2 . 3 4 5 l  � . g 4 s 5  
. 0 2 1 l . 2 2 5 6 � . 22 3 C  
-. U l 3  1 . 7 � � 8 6 . 4 l l l  
. J lS 1 . 1 5 2 1  2 . 1 � 2 0  
. 0 3  • 4 5 4  7 - 2 .  5CJ.....:4:_:5:__ ___________________________ _ 
- . O :H - - . l 2 t4 -6 . 1 5 4 €;  
. o J � - . 4 !> J l  -q . 3e s 1  
• a J .· - • 4 s 7 5  - c; . a-; .:_tJ�a ________________ _ _________ ._ __ 
• C 3 1t - • l 5 9 3 -8 • 17 4 l 
. � J S  . J 4 l l - 4 . 6C C �  
• C 3& • 8 4 1 2 • 0 1 2 .:.l ____________________________ _ 
. O J 7  L . J L 6 �  4 . 6 l2  
. oJ a  1 . S Z 4 t  a . 1 8 79 
. U 3 9 1 . � l C S  9 . 9 02�  
-.-0,.-- -l . r.-4-C1- �;s1c;a·:., ___
__________________________ _ 
. 04 1 . 4 d 3C 6 . 7 3t 8  
. C 4 2  - . 1 0 4 �  2 . � 7 1 2  
;o� J-� : s�du:i:rrs:-.._ _________________ ___________ _ 
. 0 4 4  - . 79 1 6  - t . 4 3 C6  
1 . o ; s  - . 7 L � 2  - � . 2 32 3  L--;ct;o-- --=-:"'3< r4""s--=c; : CJ  n =-------------·------------------! . o 4 7  . o •> n - s . 4 l't .3  
• C 4 t3  • 6 1  C 5  - 4 . c; :..7�c;_-:5 ____________________ ________ _ • C 11 •J 1. l. I.J � :> - • '- � 
. •  C 5  l . 1 5 9 0  4 . 2 3 5 7  
t 
. 0 � 1  1 . 0 4 3 2  1 . qJ ] ]  
- -:iJ 'iZ - -.1.-�� :3-c;-;a-,e c 
. •  c , 3  . L u ; � � . ) l � l 
. •  0 ,4 - . 3 2 3 6 7 . 0 4 S f  
--;J ss--=: 7 u'iiJ-2� 9c5_5 __ _ 
r 
r-
0! P AG E 3 l C / 0 2 / 7 8  
�! Pc YI YZ 
.. 1 · 1 . 0 5 6  - . 8 5 7 3 - 1 .  7 5 2 6  
1 0 4 
( CM P .\R I SO t-i  O f- C C r-' P C S I T E T CR S l O f'.  B A R  V S . H C L L O W  C )'L l f'/ D E 'i<.. 
! - ! . 0 5 7 - . 7 4 8 2 - 6 . u S 4 7  
� • i • o s er- -=-.-4 1-z�;o � c;z---
--------- --------------------
- I · ! . 0 5 9  . 0 5 1 8  - 9 . •H t 3  
. • I . C 6 . � 1 5 2 - 8 . 6 .3 d 7  





.. l · i • 0 c 2 • <, 6 ft 8 - • 8 4 <; 7 , . 1 . 0 6 3  . 8 .H 7  3 . 8 4 L C  ! .1 • cg--.,-03-,; 5 --, ; €6 J d  -------------------------------
- !- - ! . 06 5  . 0 3 3 7 c; .  7 , 4 6  
. O oo - . 4 L 0 8  9 . 6 4 C 8  
1 .
......  : 
--.-err;,-=� TZ7tr-T-;-J 7t  e--y------------------------------------
- 1 .. , . C (; 8  - . 8 2 46 3 . 3 9 4 7 
! .. : • Co <J - • 6 c3 9 0 - l • 3 2 6 0 
: .. :--- -��-=·:-3 5su ---=: 5  .7li€8 .. H . 0 7 1. . 0 7 U  - tl . S 6 t! 9  
: • i  . o u . . 4 'd 2 7  - <; . 9 8 6 7  
1 . . . . o n  .-nza-� �-e·-,-y--r--------------------------------
- 1, 1 . 0 1 4  . a 3 1 1  - 5 . 1 o c s  
I . . ! • 0 h • 6 8 H 4 - l • 2 7  '1 4 I"�--- OT�-: 3 GUS--T.--z;Tcr-T ______________________________ _ - :"! • 0 7 7  - • 0 5 4 9 7 .  3 7 9  8 
; • • ;  • 0 7 d - • 4 4 3 5 9 .  6 5 2 9 
H • o· rg---:...--;-m o7t--cr;-rr,r.-rs-
- H . o o  - .  7 5 8 4  1 . 6 3 3 8  
; . : . O u l  - . t C 5 4  3 .  7 9 7 8  ' -�----:lJ a�---=�13 t:'"9 - -- • a c; c5-------------------------------
i. : . c o J  . 1 c 1 4  - s . 3 a a 2  
, . , . C 8 4 . 4 6 8 6 - 3 . 6 6 2 1 
l ,. 1 - o !:b • 6
<rn 7�g
-_------..,...-,,-------------------------------1 I - , •· i . 0 06 • 7 3 7 3  - S . C 3 9 5  
! "I • 0 8  7 • � 7 o B  - c: . C 'J_,.1.....,6.--_____________________________ _ , "i • C e 8--:·2 P.T--=-r.70 
' 1 • · : . O v ,  - . l l J l  3 . o i c; c;  
1 ,, ' 
• C 9 - • 4 5 1 5 7 • U cl 1 8  
: . .  1 • 01r-:::-6·5<:rc;----g:-5TI �------------------------------... : . I . o c; 2  - . 6 o J 2  s . 8 2 9 9  
: .. , . 0 '1 3  - . 5 1 S l  7 . g o s o  
. . -- :-<P,?; --=-;2 rs �  4 . r g 3..,,· -------------------------------
- : .. , . 0 9 5  . 1 4 3 0  - . 4 6 � 4  
L . o96  . 4 5 7 4  - s . c 1 g 4 
: . . 1 • O YT
--�-cq�-. z.3,-,,...-------------------------------
- i I . 0 9 8  . 6 j l 3  -� . 9 5 1 3  ;::1 . C 99 . 4 8 3 1  - 9 . 2 1 1t 6  
• t �-nn r -6 . 3 ,,5�-------------------------------
• 1 0 1  - . 1 5 4 0  - 2 . 1 3 0 6  
. . • 1 0  2 - • 4 4 o f3 2 .  6 1 5  5 
I .,[ • I U 3 - • C TZ7tc.>
-.�~------------------- - --------
---
- � . 1 0 4  - . 6 J 8 U  9 . 3 S 5 5  I •  
H . 1 0 5  - . 4 3 T 7 S . 8 S 6 S  
; · , • 1 J�Ts � a-- a-;- rc"H: 
______________________________ _ 
- ! . . ! • 1 C 7 • l 7 l. f 4 • 5 ti l 8 
I.,! . l G 8  . 4 4 4 1  - . 0 � 3 6  
: .. r----;n;<; • 5 •J C 4  - -.  ; mf
t - d . l l . S 1 3 <) - t: . 20 C l 
U . l l l  . 4 J l 8  - 9 . g J � 7  ---;n-2- --: 1 2 3 6--= q-; rrzS
'"' ________ ______________________ _ 
P AG E  4 l G / tJ2 / 7 d  
l l'E 't I 
1 0 5  
C O M PAR [ S CN  O f  CC f-! P O .l l T E  J C l{ S l O "  <3 A R  V '.l . H O L LO �  C Y u rJ D £ R  
, j  . l l 3 - . 1 8 .B - 6 . 72 1 1  P · L_- 1 1 4 - . 4 3 4 7  - 2 . 5 5 0 7  , j  • 1 1 5 - - • :> 6  :;,, 2 . Ti tJ .,_--------------------------------1 . i . 1 1 6 - . S 3 6 4 l:: . 4 4 6 8  
r j • ; • 1 l 7 - • .  Hd 7 <, • l 4 C 3 ' j  . 1 1 8 - . O <J 4d 9 . "1 4 � 5  . i  . 1 1 9 . 1 <; 5 5  8 . 4 0 3 C  
p . I  . 1 2 . 4 2. n  4 . 9 6 1 �  • 1 • l d • 5 3--��' =a--.-:;;3--;-,S,-,d"4;--------------------------------• l 2 2  . 5 0 32 - 4 . 2 5 4 5  r . _ :  . l d . 3 J C.4 - 7 . S 4 6 0  ' ' i • U 4  . u/ 0 8  -<; . 8::.-r-.-1 -------------�--------------------1 . 1 2 5  - . 2 0 36 - 9 . 5 1 2 9 
41--
' ' i
· . ! . 1 2t.  - . 4 1 7 8 - 7 . 0 3 4 3  . .  ,---.-1-2-1----.�S..,.._l_4_l_-�2-.---=s-ti�S�c;-----------------------------. . l . 1 2 8  - . 1t 6 Ci6 1 . 7 "/ 2 8  
p i . 1 2 9 - . 2. 9 76 6 . 1 1 0 8  : :;_•
1
, ---_ ...... 1..,.3----._,c'·, 4.--=.7-,--4-=9-."?,0"6�7r,a--------------------------------• t 3 l . 2 1 1 4  9 . 9 7 5 4  .,. . • · i • 1 3 2  • 4 C c'l 4 8 . 6 2 8 5  . 1 �3  . 4 9 u 9  S . 3 3 1 5�-----------------------------. 1 3 4  . 4 3 8 5  . e 2 g 1  • 1 3 5  • 2 6  7 . .....:7_-_;3�•=-8�5;;.__S.;._7.:,._ ____________________________ _ . 1 36  . 0 2 7 0  - 7 . 6 7 6 8  . 1 3 7  - . L l 6 9  -9 . 7 5 ti q  . 1 3 8  - . 3 9 76 - � - 6 3 5 4  ,---.�l 39 - . 4 6 7 0  - 7 .3343 . 1 4 - . 4 0 S L - J . 3 7 5 5  • 1 4  l - • 2 J S l:___-=.l.:_•�3_4�6.....:;l:_ ____________________________ _ 
l · i  • 1 4 2  - .  c o e o  � .  7 6 3 4  � 1 . 1 4 3  . 2 2 1 4 E . 8 7 8 3  1 · : . 1 4 4  • ] 8 (.;  7 9 . <; 8 6::....6:::....._ ____________________________ _ 1 . l 4 5  . 44 3 9 8 . 8 3 7 S "i • l 4 6 .. 3 J C) 4 5 • 6 <H 8 ,.,. .. . . : . l 4 7 • 2 1 2 ::_6_�1:....:•:....:;2:..,;5�9;.....;3�- ----------------------------· l . l 4 8 -=: C J8 9  - 3 . 4 5 7 8 .. : • l � <J - • 2 2 4 4 - 7 • 3 9 3 4 ,- .. 1 • 1 5  - • 3 7 5 1_-__:CJ;...::•:....:;t:..:5�8�1 -----�------------------------0 :r-----. l :> l - • 42TI - 9 . 't t.; C  · · I . 1 5 2  - . 3 5 1 9  - 7 . 6 2 C6 r , . • 15  3 - • 1 e tl O - 3 • 7 7 c, 0
:-.-------------------------------;--• , I • .[ :, 4 • 0 2�:,--:-<;Tol 
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Comparison of  Energy Dissipat ion (Composite Bar Vs Maxwell Bar) 
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Magni ficat ion Factor Vs Frequency 
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Figure 1 .  Creep and recovery curve . 
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Figure 2 .  Stress relaxat ion at  constant strain . 
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(a) Maxwell Model . 
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(b) Kelvin Model . 


























(a) The Standard Linear Solid. 
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(b) Burgers Model .  
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Figure 7 .  Linear superpos t ion o f  s tep input s .  
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Figure 8 .  Osc illating stress , s train & phase angle . 
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